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SATURDAY, JUNE THE ELEVENTH 
NINETEEN HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-EIGHT 










The audience is requested to remain throughout the entire program in respect
to all graduates.
ORDER OF EXERCISES 
PROCESSIONAL 
Brass Ensemble
Dennis Schreffler, trumpet Brad Abbott, trombone
Eric Sande, trumpet Aric Schneller, trombone
Todd Kelly, trumpet Dan Worcester, trombone
Jim Hanson, trumpet Adam Rush, tuba
PROCESSION
The Colors, Marshals, Candidates for Degrees, the Faculty, Members of the 
Governing Boards, Guests of Honor, Deans,
Vice Presidents and the President
PRESENTATION OF COLORS 
NATIONAL ANTHEM—Steven Goulet
The Star Spangled Banner
Oh, say! can you see by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight 
O'er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
O, say, does that Star Spangled Banner yet wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
INVOCATION Father James Hogan
WELCOME President James V. Koch
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS Mr. Earl Morgenroth
PRESENTATION OF ALUMNI ° r .  Sheila Steams
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES Dr. Donald Habbe
CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Presentation of Candidates—The Deans 
Conferring of Degrees—The President
SONG Montana, My Montana
Our chosen state, all hail to thee,
Montana, my Montana!
Thou has the portion with the free,
Montana, my Montana!
From shore to shore, from sea to sea 
Oh, may the name full honored be 
Symbol of strength and loyalty 
Montana, my Montana!
BENEDICTION Father James Hogan
RECESSIONAL
Brass Ensemble
The audience is requested to remain standing while the procession passes.
Awards & Prizes
MOST INSPIRATIONAL FACULTY AWARD
Gene F. Schiedermayer, Assistant Professor of Computer Science, has 
been named the most inspirational faculty member for the 1986-87 year. 
The recipient was selected by a vote of the seniors graduated in 1986-87. 
The selection of this award is administered by Silent Sentinel, a stu­
dent service organization. A cash award is presented to the recipient 
by Silent Sentinel.
DISTINGUISHED SCHOLAR AWARD
Ray L. Hart, Professor of Religious Studies, has been selected to receive 
the Distinguished Scholar Award. The recipient was selected by the 
Research Advisory Council. The University of Montana Foundation 
presents a cash award to the recipient.
DISTINGUISHED TEACHER AWARD
Gerald A. Fetz, Professor of Foreign Languages and Literatures, has 
been selected to receive the Distinguished Teacher Award. The reci­
pient was selected by the Faculty Development Committee. The Univer­
sity of Montana Foundation presents a cash award to the recipient.
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE AWARD
Myron L. “ Mick" Hanson, Director of Financial Aid, has been selected 
to receive the Administrative Service Award.
OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC ADVISING AWARD
Thomas P. Huff, Professor of Philosophy, has been selected to receive 
the Outstanding Advising Award.
Awards & Prizes
MOST INSPIRATIONAL FACULTY AWARDS
1987 Lee Von Kuster 
1986 Paul G. Lauren 
1985 Mary Ellen Campbell 
1984 Walter N. King 
1983 Rudyard Goode
DISTINGUISHED SCHOLAR AWARD
1987 Walter E. Hill 
1986 Jesse Bier
1985 Fred Allendorf and Donald Hyndman 
1984 Rudy Autio 
1983 Richard Field
DISTINGUISHED TEACHER AWARD
1987 Maxine Van de Wetering 
1986 Albert Borgmann and Ronald F. Perrin 
1985 Robert Lindsay and Fred McGlynn 
1984 Julie Codell and Forest Grieves 
1983 John Photiades and Ralph Fessenden
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD 
1987 Richard N. Barrett
1986 Marlene S. Bachmann, David E. Bilderback 
and Thomas M. Roy 
1985 James Cox and Harry Fritz 
1984 Thomas Payne
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE AWARD 
1987 Donald E. Habbe
Honorary Degrees
The candidates will be presented by Donald E. Habbe, 
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF SCIENCE
Daniel A. Poole
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS 
Wayne D. Rasmussen
Faculty Retirees
The faculty members listed below have elected to retire after many years of 
service. A number will continue to teach on a part time basis. The University 
of Montana thanks them for their outstanding service.
Robert L. Anderson, Professor, Education......................................................................................... 20 years
Kenneth C. Brett, Professor, Foreign Languages and Literatures................................................20 years
Charles A. Bryan, Professor, Mathematical Sciences....................................................................... 21 years
Meyer Chessin, Professor, Botany.........................................................................................................39 years
Roger J. Dunsmore, Professor, Humanities........................................................................................ 22 years
William B. Evans, Professor, H istory................................................................................................... 23 years
Maxine C. Johnson, Director, Bureau of Business and
Economic Research and Professor, Business Administration....................................................37 years
Carling I. Malouf, Professor, Anthropology........................................................................................40 years
Charles N. Miller, Professor, Botany...................................................................................................... 23 years
Howard E. Reinhardt, Professor, Mathematical Sciences..............................................................31 years
Wayne P. Van Meter, Professor, Chemistry........................................................................................29 years
John P. Wehrenberg, Professor, Geology..............................................................................................33 years
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Some of the students whose names are listed in this program are 
candidates for the degrees and honors indicated. The appropriate 
degrees and honors will be awarded to the candidates who have 
successfully completed all requirements by the date of Commence­
ment. Other students have been awarded their degree at the end 
of summer, autumn, and winter quarter.
THE DEGREE OF ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
The candidates will be presented by James A. Flightner, 
Acting Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
‘Michael S. Blythe 
Missoula
Cathleen Marie DeLibero 
Kalispell
Joseph H. Drouillard 
Missoula 
Mary L. Flom 
Great Falls 
Jennye Georgia Hart 
Lolo
Dawn Heldstab Kegley 
Littleton, Colorado 
‘Martin Thomas Landry 
Helena
Larry Stephen Marshall 
Missoula
Richard Steven Mazzi 
Youngstown, Ohio 
Kari Marie Nelson 
Missoula 
‘Carol Jean Sayre 
Missoula
'Degree Conferred August 12, 1987 
‘Degree Conferred December 11, 1987 
‘Degree Conferred March 18, 1988
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
The candidates will be presented by James A. Flightner, 
Acting Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
ANTHROPOLOGY 
Ann E. Bolstad 
Great Falls
With a minor in Sociology 
3Elizabeth A. Bryan 
Missoula
'Violet I. Caliman 
Chelmsford, England 
With Honors
With a minor in Native American Studies 
3Mari Michele' Catlett 
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky 
Brad K. Christensen 
Dillon
Akane Ishikawa 
Yokohama City, Japan 
3Susan A. Reevis 
Browning
With a minor in Native American Studies 
Jessica Lynn Syring 
Helena
BIOLOGY
2Michael Bruce Caciari 
Fairbanks, Alaska 
Patrick Timothy Heins 
Cary, Illinois 
Sonvje Jean Horton 
Helena
'Timothy Patrick Judge 
Seattle, Washington 
With a minor in Chemistry 
Nanette Cheryl Kuenzel 
Missoula 
With High Honors 
2Hanif Mohamed Amirali Lalani 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
3John Thomas Lee 
Conrad
Darlene Solberg Nardi 
Kalispell 
With Honors 
Also a major in Botany 
Christian Movall Peterson 
Seeley Lake 
Todd Jonathon Ragar 
Glendive
2Charles C. Rettberg 
Baltimore, Maryland 
With a minor in Chemistry 
Amy Victoria Rusk 
Washington, Indiana 
James Phillip Souza 
Billings
University Scholar in the Honors Program 
With High Honors 
Richard Allen Wells 
Helena
BOTANY
Janice Louise Jones 
Rochester, Minnesota 
Rory D. Tollefsrud 
Fort Shaw
Susan Linda Wagner 
Columbus, Ohio
CHEMISTRY 
Jennifer L. Barnes 
Deerfield, Illinois
Also a major in Biology, With Honors 
Christopher Carey Brown 
Missoula
Also Bachelor o f Arts 
with a major in Zoology 
Steven Eric Hughes 
Bozeman 
With Honors 




Jeffrey Alan Siebrecht 
Cut Bank
University Scholar in the Honors Program 
With Honors 








Michael Ann Crews 
Livingston
With a minor in Psychology 
Jodie Lyn Egosque 
Kalispell
With a minor in Psychology 
'Terris E. Foust, Jr.
Missoula 
With Honors
2Nancy Mathews Hohler 
Great Falls 
3Lisa Louise Judge 
Whitefish
With a minor in Psychology 
2Mary McCormick Keeney 
Missoula
'Astri Marie Kristoffersen 
San Jose, California 
With minors in Psychology and 
Human Development 
Jennifer Lynn Kubichek 
Missoula
With a minor in Psychology 
Jeffrey Dean Nye 
Helena
With a minor in Psychology 
Jacklynn Rae Thiel 
Boulder
With a minor in Psychology 
Teresa K. Tremper 
Missoula
With a minor in Psychology
ECONOMICS 
2Eric D. Botterbusch 
Helena 
With Honors
With minors in History and Political 
Science
3Joel Anthony Buchmann 
Nashua
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Political Science 
Barry G. Buer 
Great Falls
John Raymond Conrad 
San Jose, California 
Michael Copeland 
Crossett, Arkansas 
3(Nina) Anne E. Duncan 
Twin Falls, Idaho 




2James F. Kelly 
Missoula
Also Bachelor o f Arts 
with a major in Political Science-History 
Clint O. McCool 
Anchorage, Alaska 
Also a major in Philosophy 
Laurence James Mueller 
Missoula
With a minor in Political Science 
Theresa Ann Schoenen 
Great Falls
With a minor in Political Science 
3Gene Michael Solomon 
Helena
With High Honors 




John Westing Major 
Missoula 
With Honors 
With a minor in French 




Michael Charles Allen 
Missoula





With a minor in French 
'Nicholas Fredrick Bohlinger 
Billings
Erin Carter Bradshaw 
Drummond 
With a minor in History 







Harry Mark Dasinger 
Shepherd
'Peter Brian Donovan 
Rahway, New Jersey 
Lisa Maureen Duffin 
Chester
2Holly Anne Forrester 
Dillon
With a minor in Art
Baccalaureate Degrees
3Patricia Ciliberti Fox 
Missoula
With a minor in Psychology 
Wendy Colleen Fox 
Helena
With High Honors 
3Shelley J. Sanders Freese 
Miles City 
With High Honors 
With a minor in Latin 
Judy K. Gehman 
Lewistown 
Pamela Sue Gohn 
Billings
Kim Michelle Halcro 
Power
Sydney Christine Hannah 
Billings
With a minor in Interpersonal 
Communication 
2Patricia Ann Hosea 
Troy
With Honors 
Janice Ellen Jacobs 
Missoula 
John M. Jenkins 
Aliquippa, Pennsylvania 
With Honors
With a minor in Philosophy
Judith D. Johnson 
Missoula
University Scholar in the Honors 
Program
With High Honors 
Todd Wilson Johnson 
Great Falls
Krista Jones Kanenwisher 
Hamilton
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Sociology 





3Shari June Lybeck 
Zurich
With a minor in Psychology 
'Lori Ann Mattina 
Missoula 
With Honors
Elizabeth Ann McMullin 
Missoula
Mary Birgit McVee 
Glasgow 
With Honors
ENGLISH (Continued) Jennifer Ann Miller 
Missoula 
With Honors
With a minor in Environmental Studies 
Connie Lee Monson 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Paul Matthew Montgomery 
Billings
Christina Lynn Moore 
Vashon Island, Washington 
With a minor in History 
Tracy L. Morris 
Missoula
Deborah Anne O'Harra 
Wasilla, Alaska 
With High Honors 
Susan A. Pendergrass 
Crossett, Arkansas 
With Honors 
Suzanne Renee Reid 
Methow, Washington 
Jacqueline Rae Rhodes 
Florence 
Tia Rikel Robbin 
Kalispell 
With Honors 
Kimberly Ann Rott 
Durango, Colorado 
With Honors
Also a major in Education,
With High Honors
With a minor in Mathematical Science 
'David Ben Ruehr 
Billings
3Todd Luther Saur 
Anchorage, Alaska 
Marianne Catherine Smith 
Evanston, Illinois 
University Scholar in the Honors 
Program
With High Honors 
3Tamara Stoianoff 
Missoula
Vicki Kay Tennancour 
Seeley Lake 
3Valorie Renee Thies 
Cascade
Lisa Marie Turner 
Darby







3Linda Yvonne Eichhom 
Gary, Indiana
With a minor in Home Economics 
Francis B. Gilbert 
Missoula 
With Honors
Also a major in Education, With Honors 
Kathy Ellen Johnson 
Fort Shaw
Also a Bachelor o f Arts 
with a major in Spanish 
3Wendy Lee Van Every 
Great Falls
With a minor in Political Science
GEOGRAPHY 
David Robert Brower 
Great Falls 
With a minor in Art 
Robert Clark Bryant II 
Littleton, Colorado 
Deborah Marie Sheets Cantera 
Seeley Lake
Joseph Patrick O'Kelley 
Ovando
3Ronald Wayne Pierce 
Opportunity 
3Joseph J. Radonich 
Anaconda
3Ricknold Norman Thompson 
Harbour View, Jamaica, West Indies 
3Charlaine Kay Wilkerson 
Charlotte, North Carolina 
3Stephen F. Yonce 
Missoula
Also Bachelor of Science in 
Business Administration
GEOLOGY
Stuart Graham Ashbaugh 
Portland, Oregon 
Peter Nicholas James Bowen 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
3Edwin A. Buchholz 
Victor
Allison Kay Crowell 
Anchorage, Alaska 
Robert Glenn Dundas 
Missoula 




Brian Glen Iverson 
Hazen, North Dakota 
Also Bachelor o f Science in Wildlife Biology
FRENCH (Continued) 2Thomas O. Mostad 
Missoula 
Terry L. Olson 
Malta
Donald M. Preston 
Missoula
Donna Jo Pridmore 
Columbia Falls
Also Bachelor o f Arts in Education 
Michael W. Savka 
Hot Springs 
Ann M. Stark 
Chillicothe, Ohio 
Robert Fred Swenson 
Cascade
With High Honors 
Debra Ann Tirmenstein 
Missoula 
Susan Ungemach 
St. Anthony Village, Minnesota 
Charles C. Wemple 
Missoula
Bruce R. Wetherby 
Louisville, Kentucky
GERMAN 
Paula J. Grefe 
Reserve




Hugh Alexander Ambrose 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
Everett Alfredo Barham 
Bridge Port, St. Catherine, Jamaica, 
West Indies 
With Honors
Also Bachelor of Arts uhth a 
major in Psychology, With Honors 
3Alex C. Bourdeau 
Great Falls 
3Helen H. Buker 
Hamilton 
Brenda Jo Bushby 
Kalispell
Benjamin Thomas Corson 
Bonners Ferry, Idaho 
3Gary William Dettling 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
Also Bachelor of Arts in Education 
With a minor in Political Science 




'Ann Elizabeth Emmons 
Missoula 
With High Honors 
Gail Simone Everson 
Great Falls 
Jodie A. Foley 
Missoula 
With Honors 
With a minor in English 
Steven Leroy Gilbertson 
Alexandria, Virginia 
3Robert Kevin Hammond 
Missoula
John Michael Kappes 
Havre
2Daniel Bruce Minton 
Willingboro, New Jersey 
Craig Charles Morris 
South Lake Tahoe, California 
Hal W. Neumann 
Miles City 
With Honors 
With a minor in Latin 
August Roger Ore 
Pony
3Glen Edward Parsons 
Helena
Dianna J. Reber Riley 
Missoula
With a minor in English 
Jon Edwin Riley 
Missoula
'Patricia Burke Roney 
Los Angeles, California 





2Mayo Carrington Brown 
Upperville, Virginia 
Robert J. Laabs 
Great Falls
Elizabeth Anne Russell 
Plymouth, Minnesota 
University Scholar in the Honors 
Program
With High Honors 
With a minor in German
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION 
Kevin DeMont Anderson 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
Amy Elizabeth Bain 
Missoula 
With Honors 
With a minor in French
HISTORY (Continued) 2Beth A. Boos-Turnbull 
Billings
Veronica Susan Brandt 
Power
Todd David Bumstein 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
3Margaret Catherine Connolly 
Corvallis
Amy Lee Crookshanks 
Missoula
tim o th y  Keith Donovan 
San Rafael, California 
2Elisabeth Ann Fischer 
Wayzata, Minnesota
Carolyn Lorraine Fraser 
Butte
With a minor in Psychology 
Garnet Beth Fuhrmann 
Ronan
Corday Thomas Goddard 
Billings
David Jonathan Gregory 
Deer Lodge 
Gail Kathleen Gregory 
Missoula
'Tina R. Hamilton 
Helena 
With Honors 
2Russell G. Harper 
Huntington, New York 
2Julie A. Hayes 
Cut Bank
Also a major in English 
2Christopher S. Honzel 
Missoula
2Marie Anastasia Huber 
Helena
3Janice A. Jacobson 
Havre
2Donald Mark Joyner 
Great Falls
Also a major in Psychology 
Robin R. Judd 
Twin Bridges 
With a minor in Psychology 
3Michael Allan Jukich 
Kalispell
Koleen M. Kozeluh 
Missoula 
With Honors 
Robyn E. Lamoreaux 
Conrad
Lisa Taylor Lawrence 
Swan Lake
Christina Yvette Martin 
Kalispell







With a minor in Sociology 
3Kelly Kristine McNeel 
Havre 
With Honors 
2Maria Cristina Medina 
Butte
Angela J. Meissner 
Fort Benton 
With Honors
With a minor in Asian Studies 
Margaret Ann Miller 
Goshen, Indiana 
Also a major in Political Science 
3Diana Elizabeth Monroe 
Whitefish 
With Honors 
•Debora M. Olson 
Missoula 
With High Honors 
2Richard Craig Reilly 
Rawlings, Maryland 
Natalee Esther Rice 
Helena 
With Honors 
Jon R. Rubie 
Missoula 
Douglas E. Sexe 
Great Falls 
3Mary Ruth Slama 
Missoula
With a minor in Sociology 
Shannon Marie Swanz 
Great Falls
Stephanie Lee Syring 
Helena
With High Honors 




•Brenda Lynn Wersland 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
With a minor in Sociology 
William Austin Worden 
Missoula
Julie Marie Zundel 
Cook City
LATIN
Darla Joan Hawkins 
Dillon
With High Honors
With a minor in Psychology
LIBERAL ARTS 
3Rebecca Lin Baraby 
Helena
Penny Lee Brosseau 
Missoula
Frank Howard Burkhartsmeyer 
Chinook
With High Honors 




3John Gerard Jacobs 
Missoula
•Sarah Joan Lichte 
Lexington, Missouri 
David B. Louter 
South Pasadena, California 
With Honors 
Angela Jackson Priest 
Helena
With a minor in French
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES 
Renate R. Elder 
Rockford, Illinois 
Also a major in Forestry 
•Mr. Brian Fortmann 
Missoula
Also a major in Education 
Bruce Lynn Garcia 
Superior
Bradley A. Larson 
Stevensville 
Also a major in Physics 
Stephen Joseph Mihina 
Skokie, Illinois 
Gregory Thomas Newell 
Great Falls
Also a major in Education 
John Kent Riekena 
Missoula 
With Honors 
Michael F. Wright 
Roseville, Minnesota 
With High Honors 
Also Bachelor of Science in Wildlife 
Biology, With High Honors
PHILOSOPHY 
James Sinclair Baker 
Conrad
University Scholar in the Honors 
Program
Also a major in Political Science 




2William Page Hook 
Winchester, Virginia 
Bryan B. Norcross 
Missoula
With a minor in Political Science 
Tonja Duggan Schaff 
Missoula
Margaret M. Seccomb 
Butte
Also a major in Political Science 
Joshua Slotnick 
Grand Forks, North Dakota
PHILOSOPHY-ECONOMICS 
Lori Anna Harper 
Butte
University Scholar in the Honors 
Program 
With Honors
With a minor in Political Science 
PHYSICS
2Mohammed Ali ElMekki 
Khartoum, Sudan 
1Gregory Guillermo Firpo 
Stockton, California 
With a minor in Mathematical Sciences 
Ann Teresa Fox 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Philip John Kempff 
Missoula
With a minor in Mathematical Sciences
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
2Patricia M. Baumgart 
Great Falls 
With Honors 
Nancy Weyant Berg 
Hamilton 
With High Honors 
With a minor in Psychology 
Mariah Ellen Bettise 
Billings
Also a major in Journalism 
2Philip L. Clayton 
Indio, California 
Kevin John Connor 
Sidney
University Scholar in the Honors 
Program
With minors in Russian and Soviet Studies 
2Roberta Ann Drew 
Butte
Tawana JoAnn Dyer 
Missoula
With a minor in Asian Studies
PHILOSOPHY (Continued) Kathleen Marie Eide 
Billings
3Deborah Kay Flynn 
Plymouth, Minnesota 
2Julie K. Fosbender 
Temperance, Michigan 
Stephen A. Gannon 
Sun River
With a minor in Economics 
'Jonathan William Hall 
Missoula
Also Bachelor o f Arts 
with a major in History
With a minor in Spanish 
David Kent Heieren 
Thief River Falls, Minnesota 
3Jet Noel Hubber 
Missoula
3Bemard A. Jacobs 
Missoula
With a minor in Sociology 
Matt Jore 
Ronan
Lindy Fought Key 
West Glacier 
2John Eugene Lamb 
Raynesford 
3Susan Ann Land 
Kalispell
2Frances Jean Malsam 
San Bernardino, California
With a minor in History 
'Kristin Lee Parker 
Whitefish
With a minor in History 
Julianne Pinter 
East Helena
With High Honors 
Daniel H. Reid 
Fort Benton 
James Jeremiah Shea 
Butte
Kathryn Lynn Sherry 
Missoula




With a minor in French 
Kurt Charles Sobolik 
Great Falls
University Scholar in the Honors 
Program
With High Honors 
3Paul Clifford Tuss 
Anaconda
With a minor in History
Baccalaureate Degrees
'Margaret Ruth Williams 
Olympia, Washington 
With Honors 
'William A. Wirth 
Missoula
Gerald Raymond Zier 
Broadus
POLITICAL SCIENCE-ECONOMICS 
Shelly Faye Brander 
St. Ignatius 
With High Honors 
With a minor in Spanish
POLITICAL SCIENCE-HISTORY 
Tina Rae Barrett 
Missoula
Michael Wesley Jamevic 
Martin City 
With Honors 
Brett Michael Mills 
Great Falls
With a minor in Asian Studies 
'Sheila Marie Rucki 
Buffalo, Wyoming 
With High Honors 
Ron E. Stoolman 
Woodland Hills, California 
With High Honors 
'Scott D. Williams 
Helena
PSYCHOLOGY 
Jane Marie Bardal 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
With Honors 
Elizabeth Ann Belcourt 
Rocky Boy 
Also Bachelor of Arts 
ivith a major in Sociology 
Michael S. Blythe 
Missoula
3Bradley Lewis Boyer 
Hamilton
'Polly Anne Burton 
Billings
Christine M. Carlson 
Fort Peck 
’Alice F. Carroll 
Missoula 
With Honors 
’Martha Oliver Castle 
Buffalo, New York 





POLITICAL SCIENCE (Continued) Robin Schroegler Davis 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 




Russell W. Feist 
Florence
David Michael Ferguson 
Clancy
With a minor in History 
'Annette Marie Femholz 
Helena 
With Honors 




Tawnya Richelle Floyd 
Coram
Robert L. Foss 
Missoula
Dale Allen Glassley 
Great Falls 
'Sarah B. Greene 
Missoula
Rhonda Lynn Haag 
Palos Park, Illinois 
Mema J. Heinrich 
Sun City, Arizona 
With a minor in Spanish 
2Erik Orville Helland 
Cylinder, Iowa 
Marcella 'Rebecca' Holman 
Hollis, New York 
Paul David Jensen 
Milan, Illinois 
Also a major in Journalism 
Michael Frank Johnson 
Anaconda 
With High Honors 





Jeri Lynn Krause 
Rhinelander, Wisconsin 
2Linda Lundstrom Kron 
Missoula 
With Honors 
'Brenda Lee Lagerquist 
Clinton
Sara Beth Lipscomb 
Missoula
Baccalaureate Degrees
Lynn M. Madill 
Lansing, Michigan 
2Karin Mann-St. Clair 
White Sulphur Springs 
Vicki A. martin 
Lincoln, Nebraska 
With a minor in Human Development 
'Cynthia Jean McCarvel 
Glendive 
With Honors 
With a minor in History 
2Sara Farrell McClellan 
Marquette, Michigan 
With Honors
Michael Shepard Mease 
Clearwater, Florida 
Teresa L. Messerman 
Oxford, Indiana 
'Ann Elizabeth Michaels 
Rochester, Minnesota 
With Honors 
Brenda Loraine Nash 
Atlanta, Georgia 
2Joseph Allen Norby 
Billings
Nicholas G. Nyman 
Anaconda
3Charles Gary Palmer 
Great Falls 
With Honors
Patricia Louise Parobeck 
Billings 
With Honors 
'Andrea Jean Patchen 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
Stefanie Peterson 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 
Libby Kaye Poor 
Great Falls
3Renee Louise Rambo 
Missoula 
With Honors 
John Michael Roll 
Missoula
Patrick Glenn Sandefur 
Great Falls 
2Shane Leo Sanders 
Big Timber 
With Honors 
2Lisa Jo Ann Sanderson 
Great Falls
With a minor in Interpersonal 
Communication 
2Renee Suzanne Schaefer 
Gunnison, Colorado 
With High Honors
PSYCHOLOGY (Continued) Eric R. Shores 
Ennis
With a minor in Sociology 
Gregory J. Sukut 
Great Falls 
'Lynn Marita Trent 
San Antonio, Texas 
3Rebecca Patrice Turner 
Missoula 
With Honors 
Rhondie L. Voorhees 
Missoula 
With High Honors 
With a minor in French 
2Sara Geralyn Whaley 
Missoula 
With Honors 
2Andrea Lee Wiles 
Anchorage, Alaska 
With High Honors 
3Robert David Yeomans 
Banning, California 
With Honors 




3Gregory Andrew Coughlin 
Walpole, Massachusetts 
'Gregory Douglas Farr 
Greenwich, Connecticut 
2Lynn Marie Israel 
Missoula
RUSSIAN
2Bruce Robert Bogart 
Commack, New York 
With a minor in Mathematical Sciences 
Amy Jo Boos 
With Honors
Also a major in Political Science,
With High Honors 
'Timothy Rich Healy 
Tucson, Arizona 
Cassie Lynne LaPierre 
Choteau
With minors in Political Science 




Leonard M. Schaff 
Seeley Lake
Also a major in Political Science 
With a minor in Soviet Studies
Baccalaureate Degrees
SOCIAL WORK 
Judith R. Andrew 
Ronan
Also Bachelor of Arts with 
a major in Anthropology 
3Loretta Axendt 
Missoula
Christine Marie Brown 
Deer Lodge
2Holly Steinbrenner Caraway 
Billings
2John Michael Carey 
Los Angeles, California 
'Anne Montgomery Coleman 
Washington, D.C.
Kim Elaine Keyser Darling 
Missoula 
Kathy Jo Filius 
Billings
Caron G. Garry 
Missoula
Teresa Lynn Hape 
Mammoth Hot Springs, Wyoming 
'Charlene Hartwick 
Butte
Roberta Louise Harvell 
Whitefish 
With High Honors 
2Jane M. Hauck 
East Helena 
With Honors 
Marti K. Holland 
Great Falls 
With Honors
2Marjorie Anne Hovren 
Dillon
Ronald Blane Hoyt 
Havre
Mary Kathleen Kinsella 
Missoula 
With Honors 
'Daniel L. Mazur 
Chicago, Illinois 
'Lois Renee McClure 
Ronan
2Diane L. Morin 
Superior
Michael A. Norbury 
Butte
Sharon M. Parker 
Kalispell
Penny Ann Pelton 
Great Falls
2Renee Marie Roemer 
Fond du Lac, Wisconsin 
With High Honors
With a minor in Human Development
'Elizabeth Salveson 
Chicago, Illinois 
'Linda Weinland Shearer 
Kalispell
2Paula Miriam Shulman 
Missoula 
With High Honors 
Carol M. Skuletich 
Butte
Robert B. Spierling 
Missoula
With a minor in Psychology 
Stephanie Jo Stordahl 
Cut Bank
Andrea Elizabeth Strizich 
Helena
With a minor in Human Development 
Linda Ann Thielbar 
Missoula
Gregory David Thompkins 
Bigfork
Cora Tomoe Watase 
Lihue, Hawaii
SOCIOLOGY 
'Barry E. Adams 
Helena 
With Honors
Charles Douglas Buskirk 
Hutchinson, Kansas 
With Honors
Also a major in Psychology, With Honors 
Colleen Shannon Conley 
Missoula
With a minor in Psychology 
'James W. Cox, Jr.
Missoula
2Betzaida M. Dams de Jimenez 
Maracaibo, Zulia, Venezuela 
With High Honors 
Renee Cay Driessen 
Missoula
Constance M. Enzweiler 
Clancy
'Steven Kurt Gratzer 
Missoula
David Lewis Harston 
Missoula
Dixie Lee Hensrud 
Bozeman




'Michael Beck Jones 
Missoula
Baccalaureate Degrees
Keldon James Pavlish 
Missoula
With a minor in Anthropology 
Shawn Allen Poole 
Spokane, Washington 
2William Arthur Porter 
Burnsville, Minnesota 
With a minor in Political Science 
'Michael Jerry Riedel 
Kalispell
'Lynn E. Sellegren 
Missoula
Cheryl Louise Smith 
Sidney
Vincent Joseph Sparacino 
El Paso, Texas 
2Randall Clifford Thomas 
Troy
With a minor in History 
Rico Twine 
Boulder
2Kimet A. Westphal 
Minot, North Dakota
SPANISH
Elizabeth Mae Muhs 
Bozeman
University Scholar in the Honors 
Program 
With Honors
With a minor in Economics 
2Debra Kay Peterson 
Helena
'Bradley J. Reynolds 
Florence
With High Honors
Also a major in Latin, With High Honors 
'Debra Wes Weatherly 
Kalispell
Neil G. Westesen 
Bozeman
University Scholar in the Honors 
Program
With High Honors 
With a minor in English
SOCIOLOGY (Continued) ZOOLOGY 
Patrick R. Allison 
Kalispell 
Brian Rik Baxter 
Chinook 
With Honors
With a minor in Chemistry 
Robert E. Bennetts 
Alamo, California 
Also a major in Wildlife Biology 
3John Charles Carlson 
Fort Peck
3Stephen Earl Conlin 
Gold Hill, Colorado 
With a minor in Anthropology 
3Lisa Catherine Davis 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
3Christine K. Erickson 
Missoula
3Markus L. Hamm 
Missoula
Suzanne Haviland 
West Hartford, Connecticut 
Jennifer M. Ingraham 
Libby
With Honors 
Daniel G. Jacobs 
Youngstown, Ohio 
Douglas Bryan Koester 
Bloomington, Minnesota 
2Rebecca Ann Rachel Kupesky 
Danbury, Connecticut 
Paul E. Matheus 
Germantown, Wisconsin 
With Honors 
Alan Howard Oram 
Voorhees, New Jersey 
Steven Vincent Previsich 
Butte
With a minor in History 
3Kristi Susan Swisher 
Stevensville 
James Louis Wessel 
Missoula
David J. Worthington 
Helena
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY 
Doyle Edward Bennett 
Missoula 
With High Honors 
Patrick Marshall Boyd 
San Jose, California 
With Honors
Borries Demeler 
Wuppertal, West Germany 
With Honors
With a minor in Mathematical Sciences 
Michelle Jean Howell 
Superior
Baccalaureate Degrees
Jeffery R. Mathis 
Cameron
University Scholar in the Honors 
Program
With High Honors 
Dan John Mitchell 
Missoula
Russell Lloyd Porter 
Columbia Falls 
With High Honors 
Scott Porter Soehrmann 
Algonquin, Illinois 
Laura Lynn Tayer 
Missoula
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Jessica Rosa Aranda Arce 
Lima, Peru
3Keith Raymond Joseph Balaberda 
White Court, Alberta, Canada 
2Greta Kay Belanger 
Hamilton
With a minor in Mathematical Sciences 
Daniel Edd Bolejack 
Missoula
'Robert Allen Boyer II 
Hamilton
Michael Donell Boyle 
Great Falls
With a minor in Mathematical Sciences 
’Patrick Mays Brenner 
Missoula 
With Honors
With a minor in Mathematical Sciences 
’Tamara Cain 
Missoula
’Karen Lee Carollo 
Iron Mountain, Michigan 
Rosa Cutaia-Nygaard 
Missoula 
H. Neil De Silva 
Tangalle, Sri Lanka 
Donald David Drake 
Great Falls 
Katherine A. Gebert 
Frenchtown 
Anna Maria Gladeau 
Helena
CHEMISTRY (Continued) 2Jewell Evelyn Hermon 
Palmer, Alaska 
’Rodney M. Israel 
Asheville, North Carolina 
Teresa Lynn Kelly 
Butte
Jason Anthony Kirschten 
Missoula 
With Honors 
’Brian G. Krieger 
Missoula
With a minor in Mathematical Sciences 
’George Charles Ladanye 
Missoula
Donald W. Lewallen II 
Hamilton 
With Honors
’Georgios Serafim Loukas 
Havre
With a minor in Mathematical Sciences 





Jeffrey Alan McDougall 
Superior
Steven Bemold Mitchell 
Libby
2Aziz B. Mohamad Zaman 
Hutan Melintang Perau, Malaysia 




Theodore Delphus Ray 
Stevensville
Also Bachelor of Science in Business 
Administration 
Duane E. Schrade 
Kalispell
Rolland E. Stenberg 
Missoula
John Lynn Urquhart 
Smithtown, New York 
’ Gregory H. Von Kuster 
Missoula
Baccalaureate Degrees
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
The candidates will be presented by Larry Gianchetta, 
Dean of the School of Business Administration




2David James Albrecht 
Renton, Washington 
Scott C. Allred 
Missoula
Gregory M. Anderson 
Missoula
2Neal Dee Anderson 
Lincoln
Also a major in Economics 
2Patrick H. Angland 
Great Falls
With a minor in Economics 
'Ann Elizabeth Archibald 
Steilacoom, Washington 
With Honors
1Brian Louis Armstrong 
Missoula 
2Ida May Asbury 
Missoula
Jennifer Jo Babovich 
Billings
Joseph Allen Barber 
Billings
Sandra Sverdrup Barnes 
Libby
3Kent E. Barr 
Billings
With a minor in Economics 
Jacqueline Bates 
Hamilton
Douglas Boyd Bawden 
Helena
Rachel Mae Rademacher Bawden 
White Sulphur Springs 
Edmond B. Beiruty 
Beirut, Lebanon 
Michael Louis Bellusci 
Missoula
2Daniel Eugene Beltzer 
Missoula 
Janice S. Beltzer 
Missoula
1Michael Allen Benjaminson 
Sunburst
2Melinda Ann Berger 
Missoula
1Michael James Berger 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 
Kevin Frederick Berry 
Butte
Monica Marie Birkelo 
Butte
With High Honors 
Mary H. Bittig 
South Nyack, New York 
2William Eidis Bjarko 
Ronan
With High Honors 
Carol A. Black 
Hinsdale
3Dean Michael Blackford 
Billings
Brett Anthony Boedecker 
Glendive 
3David W. Boyd 
Dixon
Alan Kent Bradley 
Holland, Massachusetts 
With a minor in Economics 
Robert Owen Braig 
Kalispell
3Paul Michael Bray 
Whitefish 
Clark M. Brekke 
Missoula
1William Robert Britt 
Ridgefield Park, New Jersey 
Scott Thomas Brodie 
Missoula
With a minor in History 
Donald Lee Broughton 
Great Falls 
Charles W. Brown 
Malta
“Terry L. Bruckbauer 
Great Falls
'Michael James Burba 
San Pedro, California 
Jack W. Burcham 
East Glacier 
With Honors 
Karen Lynn Burmark 
Missoula 
With High Honors 
With a minor in Economics
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
Carole J. Byers 
Soldotna, Alaska 
Catherine Elizabeth Campbell 
Missoula
With a minor in Economics 
3Nancy Ellen Carlson 
Westfield, New Jersey 
Thomas R. Carr 
Whitehall
William Smith Carrington 
Missoula
Jacqueline Marie Caussyn 
East Helena 
Paula Marie Chiesa 
Rochester, New York 
With High Honors 
Saundra L. Christian 
Hamilton
Susan Mateel Christian 
Hamilton
With a minor in Interpersonal 
Communication 
Mary Suzanne Clark 
Little Rock, Arkansas 
Lori Everett Cloud 
Helena
Cathleen Ann Colberg 
Billings
Susan R. Collins 
Whitefish
James Robert Colombo 
Evergreen, Colorado 
3Mark Phillip Conway 
Havre
With a minor in Psychology 
Kathy Jo Cornelius 
Ronan
Anthony Cotignola, Jr.
Levittown, New York 
John Michael Courtney 
Philipsburg 
Anthony B. Cox 
Thompson Falls 
Carol Lester Craig 
Butte
Peter Griggs Cross 
Stillwater, Minnesota 
Ida Jane Crum 
Helena
3Matthew J. Cryan 
Spokane, Washington 
With Honors
With a minor in Economics 
‘Gary P. Curran 
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Scott E. Curry 
Whitefish
With a minor in Economics 
Donald L. Dale 
Choteau
2Gene C. Daniels 
Great Falls 
With Honors 
2Richard K. Daniels 
Missoula 
With Honors 
3Marcelle Marie Davis 
Corvallis
Kelleen Joan DeLong 
Vale, Oregon 
William Robert DeReu 
Columbia Falls 
2Thomas G. Deason, Jr.
Babb
‘Theodore Maclay Delaney 
Missoula
3Kevin D. DeMeritt 
Columbia Falls 
Janette Krista Dempsey 
Spanaway, Washington 
With High Honors 
Also a major in Spanish, 
With High Honors 
David Bret Deschamps 
Alberton
Jodie L. DeYoung 
Helena
‘Douglas James DiRe 
Anaconda 
With Honors
Mathew Raymond Ditto 
Great Falls
With a minor in Economics 
Teresa Jo Dobrowski 
Reno, Nevada 
With High Honors 
Eben Wever Dobson III 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Lisa J. Dowling 
Helena
With High Honors 
‘Rick Dion Dozier 
Kent, Washington 
‘Steven Charles Drapp 
Missoula
With a minor in Economics 
zTodd A. Duffy 
Libby
Debra Ann Earlix 
Santa Monica, California 
Darlene K. Edge 
Stewartville, Minnesota
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
'Stacey Hayes Edwards 
Highland Park, Illinois 
Tamara Jo Egeland 
Reserve
With a minor in Office Administration 
Kristin Marie Ehlers 
Richland, Washington 
With a minor in Economics 
3Tian-Gin Er
Batu Pahat, Johore, Malaysia 
Brent Fadness 
Carmen, Idaho 
James Eric Farley 
Pendleton, Oregon 
’William Robert Fayant 
Libby
Clifford A. Feather 
Sisseton, South Dakota 
Wendy Fiala 
Billings
3Nathan W. Finch 
Moran, Wyoming 
Victor Joseph Hake 
Escondido, California 
’Nancy Feilzer Foss 
Hamilton 
With Honors
2Samuel William Foss, Jr.
Hamilton
’LeRoy Elliot Foster 
Chicago, Illinois 
2James D. Fox 
Billings
Lori Ann Francis 
Kalis pell
Steven Paul Frazier 
Great Falls 
3Jeff E. Freebury 
Kalispell
3Pennie Jean French 
Clancy
3Tamara Lynn Frey 
Spokane, Washington 
Danel Hipe Frieling 
Fort Benton 
Scott Clifton Friend 
Havre
Also a major in Psychology 
2Shannon Diane Gallagher 
Kalispell
Anthony James Gamell 
Great Falls
’Candace Marie Garlitz 
Whitefish
2Russell Orin Gatzemeier 
Havre
2Russell Ray Giese 
Florence
With a minor in Political Science 
3Ricky F. Gould 
Noxon
Darel A. Graves 
Ontario, California 
With Honors 
Kathleen Kay Greene 
Missoula
'Jody Lynn Greiman 
Gamer, Iowa 
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Geology 
Mary Dornfeld Grilley 
Columbia Falls 
Melissa Kathleen Gruenert 
East Missoula 
Lisa J. Guenther 
Missoula
With a minor in Economics 
Laurencio Guerrero 
Imperial, California 
Brandon L. Haag 
Missoula
Charles Alistair Hamilton 
Great Falls
With a minor in Economics 
Russell Jerome Hanks 
Thompson Falls 
Scott Wayne James Hansen 
Billings
2John C. Hauck III 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Gregory Calvin Haugness 
Kalispell
With a minor in Economics 
'Ruth Renee Hauser 
Shelby 
With Honors 
2Laura J. Hedman 
Hayden Lake, Idaho 
With Honors 
2Judith Ann Helgren 
Detroit, Michigan 
tim o th y  S. Henderson 
Kalispell
3Traci Jo Henderson 
Butte
3Steven Leroy Hill 
Missoula
Audrey Sue Hinman 
Darby 
With Honors 
Barbara J. Hinnaland 
Terry
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Spanish
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
Johanna Dawn Holliday 
Helena 
With Honors 
3Jon W. Holm 
Edina, Minnesota 
’Bill Martin Holt 
Missoula
Gary Raymond Holt 
Corvallis
’Daryl Michael Holzer 
Anaconda
Also Bachelor of Science with 
a major in Computer Science 
Jeffrey Lynn Howell 
Poison
3Stuart Warren Howell 
Houston, Texas 
Eugene C. Huff or d 
Mitchell, South Dakota 
With Honors
With a minor in Political Science 
Geri M. Hughes 
Missoula 
With High Honors 
Stacy Marie Hunt 
Dutton
Anne Katherine Hunter 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
’Robyn Dawn Jamagin 
Missoula
Randy Dwane Jelleff 
Bigfork
With a minor in Economics 
Dale R. Jensen 
Circle
With a minor in Economics 
Michael Anthony Jensen 
Sidney 
With Honors 
Klasey Alan Jeszenka 
Missoula
With a minor in Economics 
Joel James Jewett 
Great Falls
’Melanye Lynn Johnson 
Kalispell




With a minor in Interpersonal 
Communication
’Lynne Michelle Jourdonnais 
Great Falls 
Kim Mike Kammerer 
Missoula
’Ronald R. Kato 
Great Falls 
Jeffrey Dean Kelly 
Shelby
With a minor in Political Science 
3Patrick Corette Kenney 
Butte
Scott D. Kenops 
Missoula
With a minor in Economics 
’Kathleen P. Kimpton 
Toston
Gerald L. Kling 
Missoula
2Tami Denise Knee 
Great Falls 
With High Honors 
Schanyl Marie Knuckey 
Butte
Jonathon P. Kovash 
Deer Lodge 
Daniel K. Kufeld 
Billings
With High Honors 
Michael Scott Lamphier 
Great Falls 
With Honors
With a minor in Economics 
Cheri A. Lande 
Missoula 
’Jerry L. Lane 
Phoenix, Arizona 
Tammy Jo Largis 
Helena
Rona L. Laubach 
Carter
With a minor in English 
Karen C. Laughlin 
Billings
Daniel J. Ledwidge 
Waddell, Arizona 
Kevin Patrick Lee 
Deer Lodge 
Roderick Scott Leese 
Lolo
Rosene Mary Lehner 
Jordan 
Siew Kee Lei
Sarikei, Sarawak, Malaysia 
With a minor in Economics 




Nina Karin Lillebo 
Bergen, Norway 
With a minor in Economics
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
Tana D. Lindberg 
Billings
1Steven L. Linderman 
Missoula
2Kelly Marlow Lindlief 
Kalispell 
Andrew J. Lohr 
Missoula
2Kevin Harrison Lovell 
Billings
With a minor in Economics 
3Deborah Regina Lovrien 
Missoula
With a minor in Home Economics 
2Michelle Ann Low 
Missoula
'Blake William Ludwig 
Missoula 
With Honors
Michael Dean Lustgraaf 
Great Falls 
Lauren H. Maccarillo 
Pennington, New Jersey 
3Ryan K. Mackey 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 
With a minor in Psychology 
3Timothy J. Mahoney 
Great Falls 
Jill Mary Malone 
Glasgow 
Mark E. Manley 
Thompson Falls 
Bonnie Lynn March 
Missoula
2Kenneth Jerome Markovich 
Laurel
3Patrick Wayne Martin 
Columbia Falls 
James Richard Martz 
Butte
Bryan D. Marx 
Missoula
2Stephen Jay Mauer 
Wilton, Connecticut 
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Psychology 
3Steven Richard Maurer 
Kalispell
With High Honors 
With a minor in Economics 
Shawn Harold Maus 
Hamilton
With a minor in Economics 
Darrell Leroy Maze 
Kalispell 
With Honors
3Matthew Peter McCarthy 
Butte
Timothy M. McCutcheon 
Missoula
With a minor in Interpersonal 
Communication 




With a minor in Interpersonal 
Communication
Tara Aileen McDonough-Scott 
Billings 
With Honors 
3Mary Alice McLeod 
Helena 
With Honors
Also Bachelor o f Arts with a major in 
Political Science, With Honors 
'Bradley J. McNaught 
Great Falls 
Patrick B. McNenny 
Missoula
3Eric Glenn Meredith 
Great Falls
With a minor in Economics 
Marcus Stanlius Mial 
Alexandria, Virginia 
Cheryl A. Miller 
Lolo
3Steve D. Miller 
Whitefish 
Donald E. Millikan 
Bonner
With minors in Economics and 
Interpersonal Communication 
Renee Elda Mion 
Billings 
With Honors 
Wendy Marie Miskiv 
Drummond 
Jeffrey G. Mitchell 
Helena
Michael L. Mitchell 
Turah
2Michelle Marie Moen 
Grand Forks, North Dakota 
With High Honors 
2Steven Edward Moes 
Missoula
'Bruce James Montgomery 
Helena
2Paul Douglas Montgomery 
Chinook
With a minor in Economics 
Nichole Mortensen 
Othello, Washington 
With a minor in Economics
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
Sharia Jane Muralt 
Missoula
Christopher Michael Murray 
Englewood, Colorado 
With a minor in Interpersonal 
Communication 
Lori Ann Neil 
Great Falls
Theodore Stewart Nelson 
Missoula 
With Honors 
Thomas J. Nelson 
Whitehall
John Andrew Nickman 
I Missoula 




■William David Nolan 
Englewood, Colorado 
With a minor in Economics 
Alois North 
Missoula
'Colleen Raye O'Brien 
Poplar
With a minor in Office Administration 
, Dean R. O'Neill 
Helena
With a minor in Computer Science 
Nathan Jon Odden 
Dutton
With a minor in Economics 
Jay R. Oestreich 
Bemidji, Minnesota 
, Janelle M. Olson 
‘ Libby
' Thomas Harley Ong 
? Berwyn, Pennsylvania 
' Kurt Arlo Osen 
i Glasgow 
1 Casey D. Overland 
S Missoula 
With Honors
\ Thomas Patrick Pacheco 
‘ Whitefish 
jTracy Lee Pagel 
s Columbus, Nebraska
With a minor in Economics 
■Victoria A. Palmer 
i Oceanside, California 
,-Efstathios J. Papaconstantinou 
| Nicosia, Cyprus 
j Kenneth I. Park 
• Clancy
; Dilmani Priyanthi Peiris 
| Colombo, Sri Lanka
Leong Seng Pek 
Petaling, Java, Malaysia 
Terri L. Petersen 
Plains
3Douglas De Pierson 
Belt
Timothy M. Plenger 
Missoula
2Ernest Joseph Plutt 
Dillon
With a minor in Sociology 
Lisa Ann Poole 
Spokane, Washington 
2Lisa Marie Pouliot 
Helena
JMary Eleanor Powell 
Bigfork
With a minor in Office Administration 
3Mark Charles Powley 
Butte
2Susan Louise Prazak 
Seeley Lake 
With a minor in Drama 
Connie Kay Prebil 
Helena
With High Honors 
Daniel Anthony Preite 
Havre
With a minor in Economics 
Brent Daniel Rabe 
Darby
2Doreen Lynne Raddatz 
Columbia Falls
With a minor in Office Administration 
Caroll Patricia Rambo 
Alberton 
With Honors 
2Eldon LeRoy Rash 
Missoula
Rick Sigvard Rasmussen 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
3James Edward Ratcliffe 
Missoula 
3Karen L. Raunig 
Great Falls 
Kevin Wayde Reed 
Westby
With a minor in Office Administration 
Wanda Rose Reed 
Miles City 
Cheryl Lee Reevis 
Browning 
2Danelle J. Reisch 
Whitefish 
2Ty Roland Rembe 
Great Falls
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
2Steve F. Resch, Jr.
Albany, Oregon 
With a minor in Economics 
Craig A. Rice 
Billings
With a minor in Economics 
Charles Allen Richards, Jr.
Butte
With a minor in Economics 
3David Malcolm Richards 
Butte
University Scholar in the Honors 
Program
With High Honors 
With a minor in Economics 
Carrie J. Ritter 
Billings
2Stephen J. Ritz 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
3Rod Dawson Robison 
Jackson Hole, Wyoming 
Clive Lawerence Rooney 
Whitefish
Joan Gabrielle Rousseau 
Clarkston, Washington 
William G. Royer 
Billings 
3Daniel J. Ruf 
Madeira, Ohio 
2Carrie Marlene Rule 
Lolo
Jan Marie Runyan 
Livingston
With a minor in Economics 
Jamie L. Ryan 
Missoula
Raylene Karr Saur 
Missoula 
With High Honors 
'Philip J. Schaff 
Missoula 
'Lois A. Schlyer 
Wilson, New York 
With High Honors 
Susan Joy Schmid 
Kalispell 
With Honors 
Thomas J. Schmidt 
Miles City
2Debra Kathryn Schmitt 
Missoula
Theodore Edward Schmitz 
Poison
Donna Jean-Marie Schulte 
Missoula
Jennifer Schumann 
Washington, New Jersey 
With High Honors 
Brian Paul Schwarz 
Great Falls 
James M. Schweyen 
East Helena 
Charles Howard Scott 
Kalispell 
With Honors 
'Mark A. Sedlacek 
Kalispell
With a minor in Economics 
Scott A. Seim 
Great Falls 
Daniel John Seman 
Great Falls
With a minor in Economics 
Douglas B. Shell 
Hermiston, Oregon 
2Priscilla A. Sherman 
Piedmont, Alabama 
With a minor in Sociology 
Peter L. Shinn 
Missoula
With a minor in Economics 
2Crystal D. Short 
Great Falls
With a minor in Economics 
2Randall Leslie Simkins 
Helena
3Michael Stephen Skinner 
Helena
2David Joseph Slama 
Missoula 
Craig Roy Smith 
Wolf Point 
Jodie Lynn Smith 
Helena
'Bruce Macfarlane Spencer 
Great Falls 
Paul N. Stein 
Bigfork
With a minor in Economics 
Cheryl Lynn Stenberg 
Missoula
2Sharon Maureen Stevenson 
Hobson
Gregory Layne Stickler 
Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Tana R. Stieg 
Forsyth
'Gregory Matthew Stoll 
Butte
Todd D. Stone 
Billings
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
3Keith K. Stotts 
Columbia Falls 
Britton Everett Stratton 
Columbia Falls 
With High Honors 
With a minor in Economics 




David Wayne Stum 
Helena
With High Honors 
With a minor in Psychology 
2Wendy G. Stum 
Helena 
With Honors
With a minor in Psychology 
3Geri Lincoln Suckow 
Haugan
Colleen Marie Sullivan 
Butte
Eric R. Syvrud 
Poison
With a minor in Economics 
2Bradley Mervin Tate 
Missoula
Kristie Karol Tate 
Missoula
With a minor in Economics 
'Connie Lynn Thill 
Missoula
2Bonnie Marie Tilleman 
Zurich 
With Honors
Also Bachelor of Arts in Education, 
With High Honors
With a minor in Office Administration 
2Paula Jean Tobol 
East Helena
With a minor in Interpersonal 
Communication 
'Thomas Lee Tower 
Kalispell
3Loren Boyd Trebesch 
Dutton
3Denise Patricia Tripp 
Missoula 
With High Honors 
Dennis E. Turley 
Roundup 
With Honors 
Also Bachelor of Arts 
With a major in Political Science- 
Economics, With Honors 




The candidates will be presented by John D. Pulliam, 
Dean of the School of Education
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN EDUCATION
James E. Adams, Jr.
Cascade
Kay Lynn Altenhofen 
Lewistown 
2Christi Sue Anders 
Seeley Lake
'Barbara Ann Andersen 
Kalispell 
With Honors 
David Kelly Baker 
Plains
3Deidre L. Barnes 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
3Patty S. Barnett 
Missoula 
With Honors 
2Andrew James Beadle 
Highwood
Josy Grace Bidegaray 
Culbertson 
With Honors 
2Alisa Marie Bolstad 
Great Falls 
With Honors




2Melanie Ann Buckhouse 
Bonner
With a minor in Performance 
Catherine Kay Carter 
Missoula
2Nancy Jean Carter 
Corvallis
'Patricia Barnes Caye 
Missoula
Clinton Dean Church 
Poison
With a minor in Geology 
Christopher Drew Collard 
Flint, Michigan 
John Charles Coughlin 
Helmville 
Paul A. Craft 
Hot Springs 
3Karla Marie Crawford 
Missoula 
With Honors
Clifford Herman Crismore 
Plains
3Jeff D. Currie 
Havre
Gina Christine Daniels 
Great Falls
Jean Anne DePue-Paschke 
Kalispell
With High Honors 
Casey Jean Delaney 
Hamilton
Marie Reitz Doremus 
Great Falls
2Angela Marie Dwight-Comer 
Missoula
Kathleen Olivia Engstrom-Solheim 
McKinleyville, California 
With Honors 
zToni Kathleen Enslow 
Kalispell
Beth Claire Etlinger 
New York City, New York 
3Wendy Lee Evans 
Roundup 
Laura Ann Ferda 
Whitefish 
With Honors 
Sheryl L. Forman 
Poison
2Dana Kathryn Fraley 
Kalispell 




With a minor in Library-Media Services 
Christy Lee Fullerton 
Victor
Dian Lee Fyant 
Arlee
With High Honors 
Douglas L. Good 
Columbia Falls 
With Honors 
3Kathleen Anne Grant 
Great Falls
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION (Continued)
[enice R. Green 





| [oseph Brian Gribnau 
Missoula
Lori Blades Grilley 
; Columbia Falls 
? (eleen M. Guttenberg 
. Missoula
' With High Honors 
| Patrick J. Haggarty 
;i> North Hollywood, California 
i|Gregory E. Hall
• Missoula
<arla Lea Hallock 
i t .  Glendive 
Ronald Jay Hanson 
i Missoula
With a minor in Office Administration 
Sandra Joy Hartman 
Whitefish
RMeta Mari Hathaway 
Big Timber 
With High Honors 
■Robert W. Heins 
Paradise
Bonnie S. Henderson 
' Cut Bank 
With Honors 
Sherry L. Henderson 
Missoula
YLeslie Ann Hettick 
, Butte
! Robyn Rosannah Heyer 
1 Missoula 
► Richard Earl Hoefle 
' Billings
f/ictoria Lee Hoiland 
1 Missoula
With a minor in Psychology 
;Tami Lee Hugulet 
[ Dillon
Kimberly Louise Hutton 
. Huntington Beach, California 
\ Sandra Kay Jaeger 
J Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
| jeri Joelson-Hagler 
\ Reno, Nevada 
| Brenda S. Johnson 
I Kalispell
I Shannon Mark Johnson 
I Missoula 
phonah L. Johnson 
Missoula
Theodore Dean Johnson 
Missoula
2Dalon Wendell Jones 
St. Ignatius 
Kimberly Anne Jones 
Great Falls 
With High Honors 
Linda Cheryl Jones 
Dixon 
With Honors
3Michael Shawn Joseph 
Butte
3Amy R. Kerzman 
Kalispell
Karen Ann Kessler 
Missoula
Steven Michael Keuch 
Tinley Park, Illinois 
Nicholas Jude Kimmet 
Sunburst 
With Honors 
2Valerie J. King 
Missoula
With a minor in English 
Shannon Christine Kinsella 
Missoula
Starla K. Klevenberg 
Missoula 
With Honors
3Laili De Jong Komenda 
Marion 
With Honors 
Robert S. Kortuem 
DeBorgia
Richard F. Lapworth 
Poison
Michelle Ann Larango 
Butte
Terri Lee Larson 
Milwaukie, Oregon 
With a minor in Office Administration 
M. T. Tiki Stringfellow Levinson 
Columbia Falls 
With Honors 
'Craig E. Linke 
St. Joseph, Michigan 
'Blake Allen Love 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
'Todd Joseph Lucier 
Frenchtown 
Dana K. Lund 
Grand Ledge, Michigan 
'Terry Jean Lynn 
Missoula




THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION (Continued)
'Denise Michele Berard McClure 
Arlee
With Honors
'Elizabeth Jane Menteer 
Missoula
2LauraLee Marjorie Moffett 
Glendive 
Laura M. Molloy 
Great Falls 
Juanita L. Moore 
Superior
2Kerry Ann Morris 
Hamilton
2Stacy Ann Mosier 
Pinesdale
James Stephen Murphy 
Butte
Kenneth Eugene Nelsen 
North Bend, Oregon 
Bradley Dean Newlon 
Missoula
Linda Gill Nolevanko 
Great Falls 
Gerald Allen Ogolin 
Butte
'Brian Scott Olson 
Dillon
Kila Danielle Opsahl 
Missoula
3Beverly Ann Owens 
Missoula
With High Honors 
John E. Parker, Jr.
Florence
3Jerry Arnold Paulson, Sr.
Missoula
2Lori Lynn Phillips 
Ravalli
Stephen Joseph Pinsoneault 
Missoula
Lois Ann Jenson Plenger 
Missoula
With a minor in Office Administration 
Rodney Charles Pogachar 
Hamilton
2Bonita Gay Preston 
Three Forks 
Janell Marie Purcell 
Butte
With Honors 
Carla J. Rasmussen 
Missoula
With High Honors 
3Dana Lee Ratzburg 
Shelby
2Ann M. Redinger 
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Nanette Malletta Reed 
Whitefish 
With Honors
2Melodie Joy Reimer-Koberg 
Whitefish 
With Honors
Deborah Ann Dolan Richards 
Butte
'Kimberly Ellen Rogers 
Missoula
Ellen Marie Ruegsegger 
Outlook 
With Honors 
Douglas Scott Ruhman 
Milford, Connecticut 
Janey Lynn Salomon 
Ronan
Denise Emily Seery 
St. Ignatius 
With Honors
Also Bachelor of Science in 
Business Administration 
With a minor in Office Administration 
Amy Taubeneck Severance 
Mt. Lebanon, Pennsylvania 
2Kathy Montelius Sharon 
Clinton
Michael John Sinclair 
Missoula 
With Honors 
Becky Lyn Slayden 
Placentia, California 
With Honors 





3Kimberly Lynne Smith 
Three Forks 
2Sherri Gailene Smith 
Three Forks 
With Honors 
Debbie L. Solander 
Victor 
With Honors
3Raymond Scott Somerset 
Missoula
Becky Joy Sorenson 
Coon Rapids, Minnesota 
Margaret E. Sperry 
Corvallis
3Michael James Staats 
Oxford, New Jersey 
With a minor in Geology 
3Cathy Davis Stever 
Trego
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION (Continued)
Stacie Anne Strong 
Whitefish 
Peggy Jo Stumvoll 
Billings
2Michele Lynn Swinger 
Missoula 
With Honors 
Lori Jean Tennant 
Plevna
With a minor in Office Administration 
Bonnie JoAnne Thompson 
Missoula
Terry Lee Thompson 
Missoula 
With High Honors 
Tamra Suzanne Toenyes 
Lolo
With High Honors
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HOME ECONOMICS
Bobbi Jo Bailey Terry Lee Olds-Calahan
Colstrip Poison
Florence Mary Bingham 'Mary Ann Lewis Petersen
Missoula Missoula
Patricia J. Corette With Honors
Butte Marilyn F. Rollin
With Honors Missoula
Maureen Ann Dailey Jana Lynn Siebrecht
Fort Benton Eureka
Sally Ann Ebel Barbara A. Starkel
Missoula Ronan
With Honors Betty L. Thompson
Shari Lynne Miller Missoula
Missoula With Honors
3Ruth Alice O'Malley Helena Wolfe
Anchorage, Alaska Missoula
With Honors




Tane Cay Walmsley 
Whitefish 
Nancy W. Ware 
Fairview
With a minor in Office Administration 
2Barbara Jeanne Weaver 
Arlington, Virginia 
With High Honors 




With a minor in Office Administration 
2Barbara Jane Yeakel 
Nazareth, Pennsylvania 
With Honors
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Mami M. W. Angood 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada 
With High Honors 
’David Kent Carpenter 
San Diego, California 
Elizabeth Marie Coomes 
Bellevue, Washington 
With Honors
Christopher Dennis Crossman 
Butte
Lori Elizabeth Free 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 





Robert Lynn Henthorn 
Big Timber 
Amy Jo Hetzler 
Ottumwa, Iowa 
Lawrence Joseph Hogan 
Butte
Mary Critchlow Jacob 
Kalispell
2Susan M. Jauquet 
Missoula
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION (Continued)
Cynthia A. Jette 
Helena




Angela M. Keogh 
Missoula 
Karen F. Kilman 
Ennis
With Honors 
Brian Russell Kunn 
Billings
3Jacqueline Marie Lohman 
Butte
With High Honors 
Camie E. Loveridge 
Hamilton
Larry Daniel McBride 
Bellingham, Washington 
Dennis Lynn McCrea 
Great Falls
2Korey Michelle Mitchell 
Great Falls 
With Honors 
Albert Aaron Morrison 
Philipsburg
Stephen Raymond Nemeth 
Santa Clara, California 
2Jilana Sue Nielson 
Federal Way, Washington 
Richard Bruce Nurse 
Helena
Lori Jane Olaf 
Helena
Robyn Marie Pester 
Hingham 
With Honors
Paul Andre Pilskalns 
Stevensville 
Rosemary Polichio 
Carson City, Nevada 
Darrin Jay Reid 
Klamath Falls, Oregon 
Joelle Eileen Severson 
Stevensville 
Brian J. Sharkey 
Greeley, Colorado 
2Mysta Lea Sherron 
Missoula
2Barry Patrick Shingle 
Bloomfield, New Mexico 
With Honors
2Patricia Joanne Stanaway 
Klamath Falls, Oregon 




Giorgia H. Van Helden 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
1Theresa Marie Vonada 
Helena
3Brian James Waddell 
Bettendolf, Iowa 
Jay Edward Wartnow 
Whitefish 
2Sarah A. Wayne 
Missoula
3Mary Clare Wildeman 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 
2Wendy Warwick Wilson 
Ennis
Chantel Kristen Wold 
Poison
Baccalaureate Degrees
SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
The candidates will be presented by James D. Kriley, 
Dean of the School of Fine Arts
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
ART
Theodore Joseph Cote 
Missoula
With a minor in Psychology
Jack Vincent Logozzo 
Missoula
Clinton Wabe Porter 
Great Falls
‘Patricia Long Stumpf 
Missoula
DRAMA
2Polly Anita Meeks 
Great Falls
‘Robert John Saeger 
Seattle, Washington 
With Honors
Sean Lee Walbeck 
Bellingham, Washington 
With a minor in English
MUSIC
‘Michael Ward Atherton 
Trego
With Honors
Also Bachelor of Music Education 
3Ingrid Maija Nicholson 
Richland, Washington 
University Scholar in the Honors 
Program
With High Honors 
Leo Gerald Proxell 
Missoula
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
ART
Elizabeth Paula Antolik 
New Rochelle, New York 
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Sociology 
Brett H. Dedman 
Southport, Connecticut 
3David John Dragonfly 
Browning
With a minor in Native American Studies 
Diana Jessen Harris 
Missoula 
With High Honors 
Jane A. Harte 
Missoula
With a minor in English 
Nancy Clair Hoon 
Missoula 





Beverly K. Runyan 
Norristown, Pennsylvania 
With Honors
Mary E. Ryan 
Missoula 
With Honors 
Jane V. Sewell 
Billings
‘Kim Elise Taylor 
Preston, Idaho 
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in French 
Ella Thompson 
Betties, Alaska 
Stephanie Vander Mars 
Missoula
DRAMA
Mary Susan Daniels 
Anaconda 
‘Mark Alan Dean 
Helena
‘Susan Kim Ensley 
Great Falls
‘Colleen Jeanette Mackay 
Anaconda 
‘Jennifer Lyn Rose 
Buckley, Washington 
‘Roberta A. Sago 
Corvallis
‘Lee Allen Saylor 
Sidney
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Rebecca Lynn Blair 
Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada 
With High Honors 
1Janene M. Bock 
St. Joseph, Michigan 
3Donali Carol Peter 
Billings
Barbara Ann Simon 
Missoula 
With Honors 
Voltaire Vino Verzosa 
Manila, Philippines 
With Honors
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION
Raymond Russell Bumgarner 
Belt
3Davis Lynn Doggett 
Alder
With Honors
Ruth Marjorie Fossum 
Helena
Steven Kyle Goulet 
Kalispell
Kenneth Todd Kelly 
Missoula 
With High Honors
Arcadia Patricia Pilskalns 
Stevensville
Raymond Frank Potisk 
Stony Plain, Alberta, Canada 
With Honors 
Sandra Lee Sauer 
Columbia Falls 
With Honors
3Chandra Leigh Schmautz 
Kalispell 
With Honors 
2Elaina Kathryn Tuma 
Kalispell
Carl L. Wackerman 
Amoret, Missouri 
With Honors 







The candidates will be presented by Sidney S. Frissell, 
Dean of the School of Forestry
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FORESTRY
Paul H. Blome 
Palatine, Illinois
With Honors 
Richard L. Connell 
Fairfax, Virginia 
Thomas Shane DelGrosso 
Pierre, South Dakota 
'James Robert Durglo 
St. Ignatius 
3Erik Ruskin Eggen 
Moose Lake, Minnesota 
'Johannes Konrad Egghart 
Alexandria, Virginia 
James Michael Fincher 
Loves Park, Illinois 
Lyle E. Gardinier 
Ellensburg, Washington 
3Susan M. Gethen 
Missoula
Clifford W. Hall, Jr.
Browning
With a minor in Wildlife Biology 
Paul Hamidi 
Escondido, California
University Scholar in the Honors 
Program
Also a major in Religious Studies 
Johnny Ray Harbor 
Fulton, Mississippi 
3Kevin Patrick Harmon 
Billings
'Rushdan Bin Ibrahim 
Kulim, Kedah, Malaysia 
Paul Edward Kain 
San Rafael, California 
2James R. Kranz 
Great Falls
Rory E. Laws 
Olmsted Falls, Ohio 
2Theresa Ann Maloughney 
Great Falls 
3Gerard A. Maney 
Butte
Elizabeth Anne Manzo 
Beverly, Massachusetts 
Robert A. Martin 
Lewistown 
2Ronald R. Mason 
Alberton
'E. Scott McGhee 
Franklinton, North Carolina 
2Linda McQuade-Dunlap 
Missoula
Thomas Gregory Parker 
Vernon, Connecticut 
Daniel Lee Rasmussen 
Gretna, Nebraska 
James William Schroeder 
Missoula 
With Honors
With a minor in Mathematical Sciences 
Bruce Lee Shultz 
Hamden, Connecticut 
Sarah Ann Snyder 
Chicago, Illinois
Also Bachelor of Science in Wildlife Biology 
With a minor in Zoology 
Alonzo Terry Spang, Jr.
New Town, North Dakota 
2Michael Joseph White 
La Crosse, Wisconsin 
Daniel P. Wichman 
Worland, Wyoming 
With Honors
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN RECREATION MANAGEMENT
'David John Axtell 
Grants Pass, Oregon 
James A. Crabbe 
Orland Park, Illinois 
'Winifred Adrienne Erst 
Algonquin, Illinois 
Stephen W. French 
Contoocook, New Hampshire 
2Lori J. Johnson 
Falls Village, Connecticut 
Michael Alan Ketay 
Mercer Island, Washington
Ronald Richard Krammes 
Bel Air, Maryland 
3Brian Patrick Lakes 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
3Steven Joseph Liebig 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 
With Honors
2Molly Michelle Megerth 
Billings
3Beverly L. Petticrew 
Ronan
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN RECREATION MANAGEMENT (Continued)
3Steven Richard Redfeam 
Fairfax, Virginia 
M. Patricia Schwind 
Timonium, Maryland
1Laura A. Slanec 
North Riverside, Illinois 
2Andrew Loring Tuller 
Friday Harbor, Washington
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN RESOURCE CONSERVATION
3Christine M. Accetturo 
Chicago, Illinois 
3William F. Borchers 
Great Falls 
3Glen Keith Cook 
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Sandra Jane Eklund 
Aztex, New Mexico 
David George Marks 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN WILDLIFE BIOLOGY
Michael Thomas Barton 
Missoula
Peter Eric Bergeron 
Glendora, California 
Norman Alan Bourg 
Muse, Pennsylvania 
University Scholar in the Honors 
Program 
With Honors 
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Zoology, With Honors 
3Troy Jodoin Buhl 
Butte
John Allen Bums 
West Glacier 
3Kenneth A. Cook 
Springview, Nebraska 
With a minor in Zoology 
Andrew J. Coulter 
Enfield, Connecticut 
Todd E. Elson 
Independence, Iowa 
Anthony Kent Gehman 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania 
3Karla Lee Guyn 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
With Honors 
3Nathan E. Hall 
Missoula
3Sarah Binney Hall 
Beltsville, Maryland 
With minors in Botany and Zoology 
3Katherine T. Hershey 
Missoula
Thomas W. Hohler 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
Lynn Marie Johnson 
Helena
Kent A. Luttschwager 
Jamestown, North Dakota 
With a minor in Zoology 
Michael Phillip Moore 
Eureka
Shane Edward Moore 
Jackson, Wyoming 
With Honors
Jacob McClellan Overton 
Philomath, Oregon 
With High Honors 
With minors in Physics and 
Mathematical Sciences 
3Lisa Beth Saperstein 
Harrington Park, New Jersey 
With Honors 
3Todd C. Schreiber 
Oak Park, Illinois 
Randolph R. Scott 
Reno, Nevada 
3Kevin J. Shelley 
Sioux City, Iowa 
Kelly Rae Smith 
Kalispell
Edward K. Uhlig 
Missoula 
3Allen E. Wells 
Butte
Dennis Eugene Worsley 
Roseburg, Oregon
SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM
The candidates will be presented by C. E. Hood, 
Dean of the School of Journalism
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN JOURNALISM
Baccalaureate Degrees
3Delores Muriel Benner 
Missoula 
2Daniel T. Black 
Grand Junction, Colorado 
With a minor in Political Science 
2Judi McAlpin Blaze 
Missoula
With a minor in Psychology 
3Jan Denise Buckner 
Colstrip
Also a major in History 
Lori Ann Edmo 
Fort Hall, Idaho 
Linda Mae Eisenbraun 
Laurel
With a minor in History 
John Scott Engen 
Missoula
With a minor in English 
Scott Douglas Fralick 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 
Brett B. French 
Bozeman
With a minor in Political Science 
Todd Dean Goodrich 
Troy
With a minor in Political Science 
'Michael R. Hagan 
Anchorage, Alaska 
With a minor in English 
Claire Linette Hendrickson 
Barnesville, Minnesota 
With a minor in French 
Catherine Marie Horejsi 
Missoula
Tamara Mohawk Justice 
Libby
With High Honors 
With a minor in English 
Roger Lynn Kelley 
Florence, Arizona 
2Denise Lee Kelly 
Butte
With a minor in History 
3Stephanie Kay Kind 
Fairbanks, Alaska 
With a minor in Psychology 
Joon Yee Lou 
Taiping, Perak, Malaysia 
With a minor in Sociology
Roger Lee Maier 
Missoula
With a minor in Geography 
James F. Mann, Jr.
Missoula
With a minor in History 
2Kathryn Ann McCartney 
Chinook
With Honors
With a minor in Political Science 
Kevin William McRae 
Kalispell
With a minor in Political Science 
2Natalie Kay Munden 
Butte
With minors in Political Science 
and Sociology 
Karen Marie Nichols 
Silver Spring, Maryland
With a minor in Environmental Studies 
3Kenneth A. Pekoe 
Sidney
Also a major in Political Science 
Elizabeth Pijan 
Missoula
With a minor in Microbiology 
3David .M. Reese 
Missoula
With a minor in French 
Grant W. Sasek 
East Helena
With Honors
With a minor in Political Science 
Karen Lynn Schiweck 
Missoula
Bryan Edward Steubs 
Missoula 
Judith E. Tipton 
Billings
With a minor in History 
'Claudia Guadalupe Stephens Troncosco 
Billings
With a minor in Political Science 
Theresa D. Walla 
Lewistown 
Michelle Lee Willits 
Great Falls
With a minor in Spanish
Baccalaureate Degrees
Anette With Katherine May Young
Oslo, Norway Camden, Maine
With a minor in Political Science With a minor in Interpersonal
Communication
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN RADIO-TELEVISION
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN JOURNALISM (Continued)
Bryan Charles Allen 
Great Falls
With a minor in History 
Karl Stevens Baker 
Femley, Nevada 
With a minor in Interpersonal 
Communication 
1Sven T. Christiansen 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
With a minor in Economics 
Lori Ann Cordis 
Missoula
With a minor in Political Science 
Kristina Marie Sequist Denning 
Fort Shaw
3Michael Charles Fellows 
Great Falls 
3James David Hall 
Allison Park, Pennsylvania 
With a minor in Drama 
Thomas Edward Jensen 
Missoula
With a minor in Psychology 
2David Cordell Johnson 
Helena
'Jean Lea Jones 
Pendleton, Oregon 
With Honors 
With a minor in History 
Brian Joseph Keller 
Waukegan, Illinois 
With a minor in Political Science 
Laurel Lee Lindell 
Poison
With a minor in Drama 
Kelly Patricia Monahan 
Butte
With a minor in Anthropology
Timothy Joseph Monterossi 
Klamath Falls, Oregon 




With a minor in History 
Duane Stuart Paul 
West Milford, New Jersey 
With a minor in Interpersonal 
Communication 
'Anna L. Pazderic 
Tigard, Oregon 
With a minor in French 
'Annette Ulrike Sigrid Ann Penkala 
Stony Plain, Alberta, Canada 
Also Bachelor of Arts in Education, 
With Honors
With a minor in Office Administration 
Steven Gerard Sheldon 
Butte
Scott A. Sloan 
Colville, Washington 
With a minor in Interpersonal 
Communication 
Carin Maria Sullivan 
Anaconda
With a minor in history 
Christopher James Tabema 
Missoula 
Blue E. Tanttari 
Missoula
With a minor in Drama 
3Michelle Marie Troxel 
Hamilton
With a minor in Political Science
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY AND ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES
The candidates will be presented by Frank A. Pettinato, 
Acting Dean of the School of Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Lina Hassan Barakat 
Sidon, Lebanon 
Christina Lee Bricker 
Superior
With High Honors 
Also Bachelor of Arts with a major 
in Biology, With High Honors 
With a minor in Chemistry 
Terri Ann Mullin Davis 
Missoula
Also a major in Microbiology
Jamal Fouad Hachouche 
Missoula
Ruth Ann Martinson 
Kalispell
Also Bachelor of Science in Microbiology 
Vincent John Penoso 
Jacksonville, Florida 
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Biology 
3Ruth Ann Reese Smith 
Lolo
With a minor in Microbiology
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MICROBIOLOGY
Sandra Lee Alt 
Missoula 
With Honors
Also Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Technology, With Honors 





Belle Fourche, South Dakota 
Valarie D. Enebo 
Missoula
Also Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Technology
With a minor in Chemistry 
Leone K. Harmon 
Stevensville 
With High Honors 
Henry N. Igwe 
Vancouver, Washington 
Also Bachelor of Science in Medical 
Technology
Dana Marie Kettenring 
Great Falls 
With High Honors 
With a minor in Chemistry
James John Brennan 
Morris Plains, New Jersey 
John D. Carlisle 
Livingston
Edre Holley Clarkin-Marcy 
Belgrade
Sean Francis Melton 
Missoula
Wendy Joe Palmer 
Raynesford
Also a major in Medical Technology 
With minors in Chemistry and Botany 
2Vincent John Penoso 
Jacksonville, Florida 
Diane Lea Pond 
Lame Deer 
With Honors
With a minor in Chemistry 
Michael T. Rogers 
Missoula
John Clarence Schumpert 
San Francisco, California 
With High Honors 
Cheri Lynne Swanson 
Anaconda
Also a major in Medical Technology 
Anthony Joseph Terranova 
Alameda, California 
With Honors 
aL. Joyce Treichel 
Missoula
Also a major in Medical Technology 
With a minor in Chemistry
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY
Patrick Joseph Dunn 
Bolivar, New York 
Rebecca Burton Filosofos 
Lolo
Michael Patrick Fisk 
Dillon
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY (Continued)
William Grant Freeman 
Ronan
Daniel R. Gookin 
Colstrip
Pamela Anne Iversen 
Columbia Falls 
Susan Elizabeth Jensen 
Missoula 
With Honors 
Jennifer Beth Johnson 
Butte
Jill Kathleen Johnson 
Belt
With Honors 
Michelle Ward Jones 
Columbia Falls 
Starla Marie Kinzel 
Billings
David Allen Klobofski 
Havre
Hanif Mohamed Amirali Lalani 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
Todd J. LePard 
Great Falls
Janell Marie Lesh 
Great Falls
Patricia Kopecky Levelle 
Greenough
Susan Elizabeth Maynard 
Butte
Carol Bernice Moffett 
Glendive
Christian Chukwufumnanya Monyei 
Lagos, Nigeria 
John Herbert Poush 
Lewistown
Joseph Edward Randall 
Shelby
Elaine Marie Rieker 
Boulder
Douglas Wayne Sauvageau 
Three Forks 
Curtis Ivan Silvis 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 
Brian J. Walcheck 
Miles City 
Winnie T. S. Wong 
Hong Kong
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY
'Neal Jeffrey Blakely 
Missoula 
With Honors 
'Robin Gebhart Bonner 
Pierce, Idaho 
'Amy Theresa Doyle 
Kalispell
With High Honors 
'Kari Lee Eacret 
Bozeman
'Patricia White Hutcheson 
Missoula
'Kim Elizabeth Kieman 
Casper, Wyoming 
With Honors 
'Lynn Marie Price 
Panora, Iowa 
With Honors 
'William L. Prue 
Butte
With High Honors
'Julie Ann Schneider 
Kingman, Arizona 
'Barbara Claire Shaver 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
'Susan M. Sheely 
Missoula 
With High Honors 
'Lalani Rene Shelton 
Great Falls 
With High Honors 
'Kristine Joy Spencer 
Spokane, Washington 
With High Honors 








The candidates will be presented by R. C. Murray, 
Dean of the Graduate School
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY
Terri Layne Clairmont............................................................................................................  Ronan
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1981
William Harry W iles.................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University o f Montana, 1974
‘Forrest Ellis Young....................................................................................................................................Milltown
B.S., Lewis and Clark State College, Lewiston, Idaho, 1985
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
‘Jan L. Albertson.....................................................................................................................................Great Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
Jan Ammerman....................................................................................................................Warrens, Wisconsin
B.S., University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire, 1979
‘Sergio O. Andrade....................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., B.A., State Technical University, Santiago, Chile, 1966, 1973 
M.S., Montana College of Mineral Science and Technology, Butte, 1983
3Nancy Louise Bane......................................................................................................................................... Great Falls
B.S., University of Virginia, Charlottesville, 1983
John L i t a n y . . . . . ...................    Falls
B.S., University o f Notre Dame, Indiana, 1984
‘LorrieT. K. Boehnke............................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1979
‘James Leon Bouchie........................................................................................................................................Great FaUs
B.S., Louisiana Tech University, Ruston, 1981
Craig Carlson.....................................................................................................................................................Great FaUs
B.S., Montana College of Mineral Science and Technology, Butte, 1984
‘Glen M. Campbell........................................................................................................................................Helena
B.A., B.A.. University of Montana, 1986
Chi-Liang C hang.......... . . . . ............................................................ ....... TaiPei' Taiwan' RePubhc of Chma
B.S., Tamkang University, Tamsui, Taiwan, Republic o f China
‘Barbara Mills Charleston...........................................................................................................................
B.S., University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 1984 .
David L. Christensen...................................................................................................Carpentersvdle, Illinois
B.A., University of Illinois, Urbana, 1982
‘Richard Byron Clark......................................................................................................................................  avre
B.A., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1976 ,
Joel David Cook...................................................................................................................................Ueer g
B.S., Montana College of Mineral Science and Technology, Butte, 1986 
n u t rv .................................... Helena
B.A., Arizona State University, Tempe, 1972 „
Sandra K. Epperson................. . ......... Z ........................................................... Oklahoma City, Ohlahoma
B.S., College o f Great Falls, 1985 . , ,  r . .  .
B.S., University o f Shanghai, People’s Republic o f China, 1983 Great Falls
Larry D. G eske......................................................................................................... *...........................
B.S., Kansas State University, Manhattan, 1961 Great Falls
Sylvia D. Graft.......................................................................................................................................
B.S., College of Great Falls, 1984
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
1Samuel Ray Griffin................................................................................................................. Ozark, Alabama
B.S., University of Alabama, University, 1982
Marguerite L. Gulrich........................................................................................................................... Missoula'
B.A., University of Montana, 1986
2Paul William Gydesen..................................................................................................... St. Paul, Minnesota
B.S., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1984
John Richard Hanousek...................................................................................................St. Paul, Minnesota
B.S., Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts, 1983
Sandra A. Harris....................................................................................................................................... Helena
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1973 ;(
'David Kennedy Hazlett.............................................................................................Lambertville, Michigan
B.S., The University of Toledo, Ohio, 1984
'Robert Joseph Higgason.....................................................................................................................Great Falls
B.S., University of Montana, 1980
Bruce A. Hochberger................................................................................................................... Newton, Iowa I
B.S., Iowa State University, Ames, 1981
Neil Glenn Jacobson........................................................................................................ Salt Lake City, Utah 1
B.S., M.S., University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 1983, 1985
Gerry Miller Jennings.......................................................................................................................... Great Falls I
B.S., Cornell University, New York, 1963
William A. Jensen...................................................................................................................................Kalispell I
B.S., California State College, Los Angeles, 1967 ■
Kris A. Johanessen...................................................................................................Voluntown, Connecticut I
B.S., University of Connecticut, Storrs, 1982
3Susan Rivera Johnson.........................................................................................................................Great Falls 1
B.A., College of Great Falls, 1982
Val Judy...................................................................................................................................................Great Falls I
B.S., Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, 1981
Robert L. Kroft......................................................................................... ................Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 1
B.S., Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 1981
3Chi Man Lam .....................................................................................................................................Hong Kong J
B.S., Brandon University, Manitoba, Canada, 1986
Deborah Graham Larsen....................................................................................................................Geraldine I
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1979
Marshall C. Larsen...............................................................................................................................Geraldine 1
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1977
'Morten Leergaard.....................................................................................................................Vinstra, Norway J
B.A., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1983
'Archie Lindsay, Jr............................................................................................................................... Great Falls J
B.A., University of Montana, 1974
William Scott Malone........................................................................................................................... .Hamilton 1
B.S., Montana College of Mineral Science and Technology, Butte, 1980
'Gerald A. Martin....................................................................................................................... Massillon, Ohio 1
B.A., Ohio State University, Columbus, 1982
'Anne V. M cGehee..................................................................................................................................Missoula 1
B.S., University o f Florida, Gainesville, 1978
'Steven Lee Miles.................................................................................................................................Great Falls 1
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1982
Kathrine A. M oler.................................................................................................................................Columbus I
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1985
'Lenore Margaret M orris........................................................................................................................... Billings 1
B A., Trent University, Peterborough, Ontario, Canada, 1983
John Mark Neese................................................................................................................... Bear Creek, Texas 1
B.S., Texas A & M University, College Station, 1981
Roy Helding Nelson .....................................................................................................................Austin, Texas 1
B.S., United States Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado, 1981
Graduate Degrees
Dongping N ie....................................................................................Hangzhou, People's Republic of China
B.A., Hangzhou University, People's Republic of China, 1986
Scott Allen Nygren............................................................................................................Elk River, Minnesota
B.S., University o f Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1982
'Todd Thomas Parker....................................................................................................................Columbia Falls
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1983
Stephen Lee Patch....................................................................................................... College Park, Maryland
B.S., University of Maryland, College Park, 1982
William J. Pfingsten.................................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.S., M.S., Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 1977, 1980
John C. Podobnik....... ......................................................................................................................................Butte
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1966
Ted Douglas Poteat, Jr............................................... . .....................................Spartanburg, South Carolina
B.S., Wofford College, Spartanburg, South Carolina, 1974
Mary K. D. Ratigan.................................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.A., University of Colorado, Boulder, 1973 
M.S., University o f Utah, Salt Lake City, 1977
2Lydia P. Rhea.................................................................................................................  Missoula
B.A., University of Colorado, Denver, 1981
Renwick Warren Richardson, Sr.............................................................................................. Tampa, Florida
B.A., University of South Carolina, Columbus, 1979
'William F. Robinson........................................................................................................................................Butte
B.S., Montana college of Mineral Science and Technology, Butte, 1984
2James Eugene Schw ob.......................................... .•.....................................................................Nampa, Idaho
B.A., Boise State University, Idaho, 1977
Raymond C. Sikorra.................................................................................................... Milwaukee, Wisconsin
B.A., University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, 1979
William David Spence................................................................................................. Schnectady, New York
B.S., Norwich University, Northfield, Vermont, 1980
John Edward Stannard.............................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., University o f Montana, 1980
Paul D. Staudohar..................................................................................................................................Anaconda
B.S., University o f Montana, 1983
2Ivan M. Stephens ........................ . ................................................................................................Mmeola' Texas
B.S., University of Texas, Arlington, 1977
Barry John Sullivan..........................................................................................................................................  u e
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1983
-Yoke Takeuchi........................... ... .................................................................................................... Tok>'°- IaPan
B.A., Meiji Gakuin University, Tokyo, Japan, 1977
3Belle Marie Houseman Talbert............................................................................................................. 80
B.S., University of Montana, 1982
'Floyd Ralph Thompson...................................................................................................  6
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1981
Susan iioothe Tod er.................. %...........................................................................................................Mlssoula
B.A University of Georgia, Athens, 1972 .......  Indlana
'Deborah Ann Underwood..................................................•••••........° °
B.A., M.A., Andrews University, Berrien Springs, Michigan, 1970, 1971 
J)enhai Wang ................................... ...................................... .^ a i p e ^ T a .w a n ,  Republic of Chma
B.A., Tunghai University o f Taichung, Taiwan, Republic o f China, 1981
2David Preston W right..................... ....... ...........................................................................................
B.S., University o f Redlands, California, 1979 Bozeman
Linda Wyckoff............................................................................................................................................
■Lo .....................Taipei. Taiwan, Republic of China
*B.S., National Cheng Rung University, Tainan, Taiwan, Republic of China, 1980
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
Graduate Degrees
Carol Henighan...............................................................................................................Bangor, Pennsylvania
B.S., East Stroudsburg University, Pennsylvania, 1980
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION
Linda Suydam Arensmeyer.................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Seattle Pacific College, Washington, 1968
2Robert A. Benke, Jr................................................................................................................................. Kalispell
B.S., Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 1974
‘Betty Lucile Inbody Bennett.................................................................................................................Choteau
B.A., University o f Montana, 1978
Robert N. Blush........................................................................................................................ Naknek, Alaska
B.A., Central Washington State College, Ellensburg, 1973 
M.A., Eastern Washington University, Cheney, 1983
‘Joe B. Braach................................................................................................................................................ Charlo
B.S., University of Montana, 1976
Robert Joseph Brown............................................................................................................................Whitefish
B.A., B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1970, 1974
Canossa S. Y. Q ian..........................................................................................................................Hong Kong
B.S., Brandon University, Monitoba, Canada, 1986
‘Raymond W. Cherry.............................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, 1964
Michael Christensen.............................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1977
3John F. Cross III....................................................................................................................... Essex, Vermont
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
‘Gloria Shook Curdy..................................  Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
‘Dennis Dan Davis.......................................................................................................White Sulphur Springs
B.S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1971
‘Lee Gerard Deming............................   Laurel
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1978
Hazel M. Drenth..................................................................................................................................... Superior
B.A., University of Montana, 1974
Karen R. Dunlap-Bluher...............................................................................................Fall City, Washington
B.S., University of Idaho, Moscow, 1971 i
‘Kathie Joan (White) Elder........................................................................................................................Helena
B.A., University of Montana, 1968
‘Dean Stephen Erickson............................................................................................................................Denton
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1978
2Mary Ann Erickson..................................................................................................................................... Ronan
B.S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1977
Gayle Janet Everly...................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1974
3Carole Felton............................................................................................................................................ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1974
‘Mary Oswald Folkman............................................................................................................................. Billings
B.M., Lawrence University, Appleton, Wisconsin, 1964
Gordon E. Friberg............................................................................................................................. Stevensville
B.S., Lubbock Christian College, Texas, 1975
Elizabeth Gaither Gouaux........................................................................................................................Huson
B.S., Mississippi University For Women, Columbus, 1954
‘Mary Beth Graham-Amot....................................................................................................................Whitefish
B.A., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1984
Graduate Degrees
‘Lucien C. H aas......................................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University o f California, Berkeley, 1966
‘Karen K. Huckins....................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Eastern Washington State College, Cheney, 1968
‘Lyman Dee Jessop.................................................................................................................................. Pinesdale
B.S., University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 1961
‘Dale Edward K ari................................................................................................................ Solvang, California
B.A., St. Cloud State College, Minnesota, 1978
‘Katherine Keeley....................................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.S., Concordia College, Moorhead, Minnesota, 1973
‘Gordon C. Kron..............................................................................................................................................Malta
B.S., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1969
Cyrus Albert Lee..........................................................................................................................................Billings
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1979
Andrea L. M errill..........................................................................................................................................Helena
B.A., University of Montana, 1972
‘Carole Lynn Kennedy Meyers............................................................................................................ Box Elder
B.A., B.A., University of Montana, 1979, 1984
‘Sandra Jeanne Chamberlain M ikeson................................................................................................ Stanford
B.A., University o f Montana, 1979
‘Linda Armstrong Mullan............................................................................................................................. Victor
B.A., University o f Montana, 1978
‘Patsy Mulvey........................................................................................................................................... Anaconda
B.A., University o f Montana, 1972
Steven Dale M usser............................................................................................................ Sand Point, Alaska
B.S., Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, 1977
3Dyan Roper Mutchler...............................................................................................................................Kalispell
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
Ellis Roberts Parry, Jr...............................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Rocky Mountain College, Billings, 1971
‘Peter Joseph Rapkoch............................................................................................................................ Fromberg
B.S., University o f Montana, 1981
‘Eula Rider...............................   Missoula
B.A., University o f Montana, 1970
'Mary Carlson Rieley.................................................................................................................................... Helena
B.A., University of Montana, 1974
3Joanne M. Sauter......................................................................................................................................Glasgow
B.A., University o f Montana, 1979
'Rodney James Schmidt...............................................................................................................................Eureka
B.S., B.S., College o f Great Falls, 1984
Mary Sexton.............................................................................................................................................. Hamilton
B.A., Stanford University, California, 1974
Marvin K. Sm ith....................................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1974
‘Hal E. Spackman.......................................................................................................................... Haines, Alaska
B.S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1977
‘Peter Wesley Stone......................................................................................................................................Bigfork
B.S., State University College at New Paltz, New York, 1970
‘Amy Carlson Strecker................................................................................................................................ Billings
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
‘Marilynn J. Tanner....................................................................................................................................... Ronan
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
‘Mary Clark Taylor................................................................................................................................Great FaUs
B.A., University o f Montana, 1981
‘Hsiao-Lan T o u ........................................................................... ............Beijing, People's Republic of China
B.A., Beijing Teachers' College, People's Republic of China, 1982
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION (Continued)
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION (Continued)
'Joan E. Twohy...........................................................................................................................................Helena
B.S., Portland State University, Oregon, 1982 
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1984
zRobert E. Voth............................................................................................................................................ Ronan
B.A., University of Montana, 1966
'M. Carla Wambach...................................................................................................................................Helena
B.A., Marygrove College, Detroit, Michigan, 1952
Denise Marie Wheeler..............................................................................................................................Helena
B.A., B.S., University of Montana, 1980
'Lisa G. Wixnett....................................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
'Judie Woodhouse....................................................................................................................................... Poison
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
ART
'Kathleen Bogan.......................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Williams College, Williamstown, Massachusetts, 1975
'Emile F. Haddad.................................................................................................................................... Amman, Jordan
B.S., University of Oklahoma, Norman, 1976
'Margaret Joanne M oore...................................................................................................................Brecksville, Ohio
B.F.A., University of Cincinnati, Ohio, 1979
'Pat J. Morache.........................................................................................................................................Chicago, Illinois
B.F.A., Art Institute of Chicago, Illinois, 1983
CREATIVE WRITING
'Jean Louise Arthur....................................................................................................................Boring, Oregon
B.A., University of Oregon, Eugene, 1982
John Barnes.............................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., B.A., Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri, 1978, 1981
David Francis Curran........................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.S., Manhattan College, Bronx, New York, 1971 
B.S., University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh, 1979
Joseph Edward Dwyer....................................................................................... Albuquerque, New Mexico
B.A., University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, 1980
Lee Evans...................................................................................................................................................... Napa, California
B.A., University of Oregon, Eugene, 1986
Ronald Glenn Fischer..................................................................................................................................Butte
With a minor in German 
B.S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1982
'Jennifer Anne Hiebert........................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., Bethel College, Newton, Kansas, 1980
Paul Hoombeek.............................................................................................................................. Soulsbyville, California
B.A., University of New Hampshire, Durham, 1978 
M.A., Humbolt State University, Areata, California, 1985
Holly D. Meismer..................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Washington, Seattle, 1976
Virginia Lana Nord...................................................................................................................................Tripoli, Wisconsin
B.A., M.A., University o f Wisconsin, Milwaukee, 1983, 1985
CREATIVE WRITING (Continued)
Graduate Degrees
’Faye Lanell O lsen .................................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.A., University of Missouri, St. Louis, 1972
James F. Pitzen....................................................................................................................Walker, Minnesota
B.A., Bemidji State University, Minnesota, 1986
John Erik Sakariassen...............................................................................................Bismarck, North Dakota
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
Jerry Schneider............................................................................................................................. Fremont, Ohio
B.A., Pontifical College Josephinum, Worthington, Ohio, 1976
Ron Scholl................................................................................................................................Bay Village, Ohio
B.S., Baldwin Wallace College, Berea, Ohio, 1982
2Susan Christian Williams..........................................................  W in t e r  P a r k  F W iH a
B.A., University of Central Florida, Orlando, 1975
DRAMA
Kathi Kimmins................................................................................................................................Warren, Ohio
B.A., Kent State University, Ohio, 1983
Perry Landes.........................................................................................................Colorado Springs, Colorado
B.A., Whitworth College, Spokane, Washington, 1981
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF FORESTRY
zDaniel John Miller...................................................................................................................................Big Horn
B.A., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1981
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Joyce Guest Decker................................................................................................................................ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
Thomas Wayne Feeley............................   Billings
B.A., B.A., University of Montana, 1973, 1977
2Nancy J. Kryder....................................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., Allegheny College, Meadville, Pennsylvania, 1978
Susan Miller Lindbergh.................................................................................................................... Greenough
B.A., Stanford University, California, 1965
2Michele M eyer................................................................................................................................. Paris, France
B.A., Universite Paris, France, 1984
HZarolyn Bulger VanValkenburg.......................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1972
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC EDUCATION
2Carolyn Diane Bum s................................................................................................................................. Shelby
B.S., Rocky Mountain College, Billings, 1980
Charles E. Miller..................................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.M., North Texas State University, Denton, 1967
Graduate Degrees
Susan Stephani Bum s................................................................................................................................ Helena \
University of Montana, 1968
'Gary Lee GiUett.................................................................................................................................Stevensville
B.M., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1975
'John Caldwell Haughey....................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.M.E., University of Montana, 1977
Thomas P. M yers............................................................................................................................... Great Falls
B.M., College of Great Falls, 1981
'Carol Lorraine Patton................................................................................................................................Billings
B.M.E., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1983
'Brenda Elise Siegle...................................................................................................................................Missoula (
B.M.E., Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1980
'Scott F. Southwick................................................................................................................................Hamilton
B.A., Concordia College, Moorhead, Minnesota, 1969
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC EDUCATION (Continued)
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
2Francis Obiahu Alu................................................................................................Afikpo-Imo State, Nigeria
B.A., Edinboro University of Pennsylvania, 1985
Richard B. A sk............................................................................................................................................Helena
B.S., University of Montana, 1978
Carleton Merritt Clifford III.................................................................................................................Hamilton
B.A., University of Montana, 1984
3Danny R. Evans....................................................................................................................................Anaconda
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1984
3Miral D. Gamradt...................................................................................................................................Bozeman
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1975
Edwin Fox Glenn..............................................................................................................Huntsville, Alabama
B.A., University of Alabama, University, 1980
Candy Minner H olt................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., California State University, Long Beach, 1976
Mark A. Mackin..................................................................................................................................... Whitehall
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1976
3Janice Murphy Midyett.........................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
'Frederick M. Schaffer, Jr....................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1984
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE FOR TEACHERS OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
'Kevin Barth.............................................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.S., University of Montana, 1980
James A. Gustin.............................................................................................Clifton Heights, Pennsylvania
B.A., Swarthmore College, Pennsylvania, 1982
'Robert S. Leonard, Jr.............................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., North Carolina State University, Raleigh, 1967
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE FOR TEACHERS OF CHEMISTRY
'Lisa Rice Jones.................................................................................................................................... Great Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1986
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BIOCHEMISTRY
Michael Lawrence Chouinard................................................................................................................... Billings
B.A., College of St. Thomas, St. Paul, Minnesota, 1984
Gary Allen W hite.......................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., University o f Montana, 1984
CHEMISTRY
Mohammed Ali ElMekki........................................................................................................ Khartoum, Sudan
B.S., M.S., University o f Khartoum, Sudan, 1977, 1981 
B.A., University of Montana, 1987
Thomas H. H ayes..................................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1974
'Timothy J. McCarthy............................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., Augustana College, Rock Island, Illinois, 1983
'David Chung-I P an g .................................................................................Taipei, Taiwan, Repubic of China
B.S., National Chung-Hsing University, Taichung, Taiwan, Republic o f  China, 1973
COMPUTER SCIENCE
'Gregory D. Hum e.....................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University o f Montana, 1978
'Yong-Gi Kim.......................................................................................................................................... Jinju, Korea
B.S., Seoul National University, Korea, 1978
'Michael Thian Poh L e e .....................................................................................Muar, Johore, West Malaysia
B.S., University o f Montana, 1985
3Babak Shahpar.................................................................................................................................... Tehran, Iran
B.S., College o f Karaj, Iran, 1976
'Samir Mahmoud Souiedan....................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., University o f Montana, 1984
'Kiyoka Takahashi............................................................................... i ......................Chitose, Hokkaido, Japan
B.S., University o f Dubuque, Iowa, 1984
'Sidney W ang........................................................................................................................................ Hong Kong
B.S., University o f Montana, 1984
'Tsui-Shien (Amy) Wang..........................................................................Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China
B.S., Tamkang University, Tamsui, Taiwan, Republic o f China, 1982
'Charles Jay Zacky...............................................................................................Hacienda Heights, California
B.A., University o f California, Santa Cruz, 1974 
M.M., Unviersity o f Montana, 1963
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
'Paul Harald Brichta....................................................................................................................Yreka, California
B.S., Southern Oregon State College, Ashland, 1986
'James David Bruggers...............................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University o f Montana, 1981
Christopher Matthew Cerquone.................................................................................. Rochester, New York
B.S., State University o f New York, Cortland, 1984
‘Jane Dewell............................................................................................................................ Everett, Washington
B.A., University o f Washington, Seattle, 1981
Graduate Degrees
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES (Continued)
David M. Freiband............................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., Evergreen State College, Olympia, Washington, 1979
Michelle Carlisle Frodey-Hutchins.................................................................................Fremont, Michigan
B.A., University of Montana, 1980
Barry Steven H ansen..................................................................................................................................Libby
B.S., Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana, 1974
Pamela Ann Hillery..................................................................................................... Williamsburg, Virginia
B.A., College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia, 1982
'Christine Kaufmann.............................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.A., Goshen College, Indiana, 1974
2Carl Peter Nielsen...................................................................................................Flat Rock, North Carolina
B.A., Evergreen State College, Olympia, Washington, 1978
Clayton T. Russell.................................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.S., Western Illinois University, Macomb, 1978 
M.A., Sail State University, Indiana, 1982
Robert Edward Tarkalson.................................................................................................................. Anaconda
B.S., B.S., Weber State College, Ogden, Utah, 1971, 1976 
M.S., Univeristy of Montana, 1986
2John R. Wheaton...................................................................................  Ashland
B.A., University of Montana, 1980
2John Marc Zelazny.........................................................................................................................Dallas, Texas
B.S., Stephen F. Austin State University, Nacogdoches, Texas, 1980
FORESTRY
Stephen Patrick Baker..........................................................................................................................Glendora, California
B.S., Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, 1976
3Judith Frese Danielson......................................................................................................................... Hamilton
B.S., Bates College, Lewiston, Maine, 1959
Frank Matthews Dugan......................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.S., University of Washington, Seattle, 1970
Pamala Raye Hackley............................................................................................................................ Oakland, California
B.A., Stanford University, California, 1975
William David Kaage............................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.S., Beloit College, Wisconsin, 1980
3Lynda Adelaide Saul........................................ ...................................................................... Wyoming, Ohio
B.S., Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana, 1983
Nancy Gayle Skinner................................................................................................................................ Moose Wyoming
B.A., University of California, Santa Cruz, 1985
GEOLOGY
Linda Marie Angeloni...........................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., University of California, Santa Cruz, 1982
3Edward J. Brook.................................................................................................... Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania
B.S., Duke University, Durham, North Carolina, 1985
Rebekah Brooks................................................................................................................ Gainesville, Georgia
B.S., Georgia Southern College, Statesboro, 1980
Christopher Cronin.................................................................................................... Lyndhurst, New Jersey
B.S., Cook College, Rutgers, New Jersey, 1984
3Peter F. Folger........................................................................................................................................ Missoula
B.A., Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire, 1982
John M. Kruger....................................................................................................................... Rockford, Illinois
B.S., University of Illinois, Urbana, 1983
Graduate Degrees
GEOLOGY (Continued)
Raymond Lazuk............................................................................................................ Uncasville, Connecticut
B.S., Eastern Connecticut State University, Willimantic, 1986
William McGuire Peery......................................................................................................Richmond, Virginia
B.S., Washington and Lee University, Lexington, Virginia, 1983
Luther Milton Strayer IV .........................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Macalester College, St. Paul, Minnesota, 1984
Anne Greenough Udaloy...................................................................................Newcastle, New Hampshire
B.A., Smith College, Northhampton, Massachusetts, 1985
Kenneth Joseph W ells........................................................................................................ Redding, California
B.A., University o f Montana, 1984
Karen Lynn Wogsland...................................................................................................................Peoria, Illinois
B.S., Colorado State University, Port Collins, 1984
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
'Kevin .............................................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., University o f Montana, 1983
Susan Kirchmyer........................................................................................................................................ Missoula
B.A., The University o f Chicago, Illinois, 1972 
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1978
3Guy Whitman Leadbetter HI.....................................................................................................Wasilla, Alaska
B.A., Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine, 1977
Thomas Allen Raunig............................................................................................................................Great Falls
B.A., University o f Montana, 1982
Terry Sather..................................................................  Havre
B.S., University o f Montana, 1972
'Dennis Toney.............................................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.A., University o f Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, 1977
Eric E. Vinje.................................................................................................. North Conway, New Hampshire
B.A., Furman University, Greenville, South Carolina, 1986
Jill Ayn Young........................... . .............................................................................................................. Utah
B.S., University o f Wisconsin, Oshkosh, 1972
RECREATION MANAGEMENT
| Marie Elizabeth Ham el.......................................................................................................Seattle, Washington
B.A., Seattle University, Washington, 1982
'Steven W. Mackay....... ......................................... ........; ............................................. Weaverville, California
B.S., Humboldt State University, Areata, California, 1984
I | __
RURAL TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING
I ..................................................................................................... Anaheim, California
B.S., Humboldt State University, Areata, California, 1986 .
I  'Benjamin Michael Berto....................................................................................................................... Livingston
B.A., University o f California, Santa. Cruz, 1982
Ronald F. Brey............................................................................................................................................... ..
B.A., University o f Montana, 1977 „  ,
| James Allen Edgcomb...................................................................................................................................
B.A., University o f California, Los Angeles, 1974 
M.B.A., University o f Montana, 1981
Stephen Ankomah Gyimah.........................................................................................Jalobu-Ashanh, Ghana
B.A., University of Ghana, Legon, 1980
Graduate Degrees
RURAL TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING (Continued)
Christopher A. Partyka........................................................................................................ Columbus, Ohio
B.S., University of Montana, 1985
Charles Kile Vandam......................................................................................... Albuquerque, New Mexico
B.A., University of Montana, 1981
WILDLIFE BIOLOGY
Robin Rae Bown....................................................................................................... Silver Spring, Maryland
B.S., B.A., University of Montana, 1980
3Stephen Paul Brockmann......................................................................................................Cody, Wyoming
B.S., University of Wyoming, Laramie, 1984
Brenton Costain...........................................................................................................................................Darby
B.A., Bates College, Lewiston, Maine, 1967 
B.S., University of Montana, 1983
2Andrea L. Easter-Pilcher..................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine, 1977
Steven James Gniadek......................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.S., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1970
Mark Alan Haroldson............................................................................................ Grand Rapid, Minnesota
B.S., University of Montana, 1979
James A. Hayden....................................................................................................Wellsboro, Pennsylvania
B.S., Pennsylvania State University, University Park, 1979
Sandra Prater Kratville..................................................................................................................... Livingston
B.S., University of California, Davis, 1979
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS 
ANTHROPOLOGY
ART
Mary B. Collins..............................................................................................................Pullman, Washington [
B.A., University of Washington, Seattle, 1974
William Baylor Long...............................................................................................................................Helena
B.A., University of Montana, 1984
Douglas A. Melton................................................................................................................................Missoula'i I
B.A., University of Montana, 1981
^ ch ard  D. Periman.................................................................................................................................Sommers J
B.A., University of Montana, 1985
3David Charles Schwab.......................................................................................................................... Helena!
B.A., University of Montana, 1983
3Mark Wm. Timmons................................................................................................... Farmington, Michigan 1
B.S., Michigan State University, East Lansing, 1976
Donald C. Zettel.................................................................................................................................... Missoula 1
B.A., University of California, Los Angeles, 1985
Sam Manno............................................................................................................................................. Missoula!
B.A., University of Illinois, Chicago, 1984
Man M eng............................................................................................ Beijing, People's Republic of China!
B.A., Central Institute of Fine Arts, Beijing, People's Republic of China, 1981
'Linda Ann Olson........................................................................................................... Drake, North Dakota I
B.S., Minot State, North Dakota, 1984
Graduate Degrees
BOTANY
Lisa Marie Campbell.......................................................................................... Mountain Lakes, New Jersey
B.A., University o f Montana, 1985
l Angela Margareeta de R uiter....................................................................................................Waterloo, Iowa
B.A., University o f Montana, 1982
Karen M. Haagenson...................................................................................................Minneapolis, Minnesota
B.A., Concordia College, Moorhead, Minnesota, 1983
Lisa Ann Schassberger...................................................................................................... Evergreen, Colorado
B.S., Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 1979
Janet Reid Sullivan.................................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University o f Chicago, Illinois, 1980
Susan Jane T ru ll.................................................................................................................Buchanan, Michigan
B.A., Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota, 1982
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
Melia C. Biedscheid............................................................................................................................. St. Ignatius
B.A., University o f Montana, 1980
Marianne Bruder Duncan.........................................................................................................................Fairfield, California
B.A., University of California, Santa Barbara, 1980
Lori Ann Hanson..................................................................................................................................Cheboygan, Michigan
B.S., Northern Michigan University, Marquette, 1984
| 'Janis E. Hayes-Strom............................................................................................. Montreal, Quebec, Canada
B.A., Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada, 1979
Phyllis N g ............................................................................................................... Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
B.S., University o f Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, 1985
1 Alice Elizabeth Smith...................................... .......................................................... Durham, North Carolina
B.A., Mary Baldwin College, Staunton, Virginia, 1974 
M.S., University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 1977
Patrice M. Toum e..................................................................................................................................... Placentia, California
B.A., Humboldt State University, Areata, California, 1985
DRAMA
I  Janice Fisher Blush......................................................................................................................... Columbia Falls
B.M., University o f Idaho, Moscow, 1979
ECONOMICS
I ‘James Miles C o rr...................................................................................................................... Soldotna, Alaska
B.S., Lewis and Clark College, Portland, Oregon, 1984
Joseph M. Holliman.................................................................................................................Tulsa' Oklahoma
B.S., B.A., University of Montana, 1985
ENGLISH
Margaret Kathleen Bentwood............................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., Macalester College, St. Paul, Minnesota, 1984
\ Michael J. Darcher.................................................................................................................................... Missoula
Also Master of Fine Arts 
with a major in Creative Writing 
B.A., University o f Portland, Oregon, 1972
Graduate Degrees
ENGLISH (Continued)
'Kristin E. Hathhom............................................................................................................Anchorage, Alas
B.A., University of The Pacific, Stockton, California, 1982
'Glenn R. Junkert.....................................................................................................................................Missoi!
B.A., University of Montana, 1974
'Patricia Ann Kelly.................................................................................................................................. Missoi
B.A., St. Mary's of The Plains College, Dodge City, Kansas, 1972
Timothy John Laskowski...................................................................................................Erie, Pennsylvai
Also Master of Fine Arts 
with a major in Creative Writing 
B.A., Cannon University, Erie, Pennsylvania, 1978
Nancy Kay M axson............................................................................................................................... Missoi
B.A., University of Montana, 1980
John Holt M yers....................................................................................................................................Missoi
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1978
Douglas Lee O'Harra................................................................................................................ Wasilla, Alas
Also Master of Fine arts 
with a major in Creative Writing 
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
Hartley L. H. Pond................................................................................................................ Davis, Califon
Also Master of Fine Arts 
with a major in Creative Writing 
B.A., Connecticut College, New London, 1980
'Carol Ann Sullivan............................................................................................................................... Super
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1971
'Quanming W u............................................................................... Hangzhou, People's Republic of Chi
B.A., Hangzhou University, People's Republic of China, 1977
FRENCH
2Mary Margaret Randall........................................................................................................................... Billini
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1973
GEOGRAPHY
J. A. Ezeilo........................................................................................................................... Ekwulobia, Nige;1
B.S., University of Nigeria, Nsukka, 1981
Steven Robert Holloway........................................................................... Northern Rockies, Turtle Islaij
B.A., State University of New York, New Paltz, 1984 j
Ralph Dennis Leonard........................................................................................Stevens Point, Washingti ]
B.A., University of Montana, 1985
Jean A.Thomas........................................................................................................................................Missoi I
B.A., University of Montana, 1983
GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING
Kim J. Barta...........................................................................................................................................Lewistovl
B.A., University of Montana, 1984
3John Powell Baumann.............................................................................................................................. Missoi I
B.A., Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota, 1979
Joan A. Baxter.................................................................................................................................................Ron. j
B.A., University of Montana, 1981
3Ava Darlene Bender.................................................................................................................................Missoi 1
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1980
Graduate Degrees
GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING (Continued)
'Kathy Lynn Bergstrom............................................................................................................................ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1981
2Rhea Denise BottonUy.............................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.F.A., University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 1974
3Phyllis Jean Begley Burreson..................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia, 1975
Michael Anthony Frost...........................................................................................Rapid City, South Dakota
B.A., University o f Montana, 1982
'Shawn Marie G ray...........................................................................................................................................Butte
B.A., University o f Montana, 1985
Kim Patricia L e e ........................................................................................................................  Libby
B.F.A., University o f Montana, 1980
Jacqueline J. Morris-Hayes....................................................................................... Eatontown, New Jersey
B.A., University o f Alaska, Anchorage, 1981
2Sandra Lee Sage........................................................................................................................................ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1985
Cordelia C. Slater.......................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University o f Montana, 1962
'Linda McCron Stover.............................................................................................................................. Hamilton
B.S., University o f Maryland, College Park, 1970
Leanne Young.............................................................................................................. Los Angeles, California
B.A., University of Montana, 1984
HISTORY
James Daryl Clowes...................................................- ............................................................................. Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1981
Anita Louise Coryell.................................................................................................Haddonfield, New Jersey
B.A., Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey, 1974
Ronald E. Craig..........................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University o f Montana, 1985
Lyn R. F isher..............................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University o f Montana, 1979
'Carla Homstad...........................................................................................  Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
Matthew Alan Redinger...............................................................................................................Columbia Falls
B.A., University o f Montana, 1986
'Trudy Irene S c e e ............................................................................................................Watertown, New York
B.A., University o f Montana, 1985
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION
Roy H. Andes.................................................................................................................................................Helena
B.A., Bridgewater College, Virginia, 1973 
J.D., University o f Virginia, Charlottesville, 1977
Julie J. Birky........ ...........   Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1985
Cherry Hoadley Cowan.............................................................................................................................. “ e ena
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1972
Nicholas John Engler................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University o f Montana, 1973 . . .  .
Jacqueline Lee Gibson.............................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.A., University o f Montana, 1975
Graduate Degrees
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION (Continued)
xJerry Monroe Jordan...................................................................................................................... Toledo, Ohio
B.A., The University of Toledo, Ohio, 1985
Bridget Anne Kilroy................................................................................................................................Missoula j
B.A., University o f Montana, 1980 |
Patricia J. Lynch........................................................................................................................................Corvallis 1
B.A., University of Montana, 1986
2Kathleen Marie M iller.................................................................................................................................Ronan j
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1982
Patricia Alice Sanders........................................................................................................Anchorage, Alaska
B.A., Western Washington University, Bellingham, 1986
P. Joyce Tomlin Topel.............................................................................................................. Chicago, Illinois
B.S., Northeastern Illinois University, Chicago, 1971
Karen J. W ard.......................................................................................................................................... Missoula ]
B.A., Keuka College, Keuka Park, New York, 1968
M.S., The University of Rochester, New York, 1976 <
JOURNALISM
Janet Dawn Blank-Libra..........................................................................................Brookings, South Dakota
B.A., South Dakota State University, Brookings, 1981
Scott Thomas Crandell....................................................................................................... ........Columbia Falls
B.S., University of Colorado, Boulder, 1978
3Gordon Gray Gregory....................................................................................... Gardnerville, West Virginia
B.S., University o f Nevada, Reno, 1975
Winifred Sewall Koopman................................................................................ Randolph, New Hampshire
B.A., University o f Montana, 1982
Christoher Thomas Ransick................................................................................ Redondo Beach, California
B.A., San Francisco State University, California, 1983
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
2Debbre S. Hawkins............................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1976
James Robison-Cox................................................................................................................................ Hamilton
B.S., B.S., University of Montana, 1984
Jill A. Tilton................................................................................................................Manchester, Connecticut
B.A., University of Montana, 1984
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Douglas Anthony Borer..................................................................................................................... Great Falls
B.A., Ripon College, Wisconsin, 1985
PSYCHOLOGY
James Allen............................................................................................................... Chipewa Falls, Wisconsin
B.A., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1981
Sherry Dingman......................................................................................................................................Bozeman
B.A., University of Montana, 1980
Claudia Jean French.............................................................................................. Vermillion, South Dakota
B.A., University of Iowa, Iowa City, 1981
Graduate Degrees
PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
Stephanie B. Karwacki.........................................................................................................McHenry, Illinois
B.S., University o f Wisconsin, Whitewater, 1983
3Debra L. W arner................................................................................................................... Waukegan, Illinois
B.S., Illinois State University, Normal, 1981
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY
'Ann Kathleen Gilkey.............................................................................................................. Adrian, Michigan
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1980 
].D., University of Montana, 1987
SOCIOLOGY
2Nancy Anne Trankel...............................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1980
Anastasia M. Tureck........................................................................................................................Coffee Creek
B.A., University of Montana, 1984
ZOOLOGY
'Nathaniel C. Shambaugh.........................................................................North Conway, New Hampshire
B.A., University of New Hampshire, Durham, 1979
ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL DEGREES
SCHOOL OF LAW
The candidates will be presented by E. Edwin Eck, 
Acting Dean of the School of Law
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR
Michael Aaron..........................................................................................................................................Alberton
B.A., Southeastern College, Lakeland, Florida, 1983
Jennifer Marie Anders....................................................................................................... Berkeley, California
With Honors
B.A., University of California, Santa Barbara, 1982
Roberta Schuyler Anderson......................................................................................Los Angeles, California
With Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1983
Deborah Ann Anspach................................................................................................................................Billings i
B.A., Eastern New Mexico University, Portales, 1973
Russell Steven Barnes..................................................................................................................................Libby
With Honors
B.A., Washington State University, Pullman, 1975
Kelly Jean Beard.................................................................................................................................. Sun River
With Honors
B.A., College of Great Falls, 1980
Deborah Kim Christopher Belden.......................................................................................................... Poison
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
Ann Catherine Brodsky............................................................................................................................ Helena
With High Honors
B.A., Middlebury College, Vermont, 1977
Melody Kathleen Brown...................................................................................................................Black Eagle
B.A., University of Montana, 1985
John Joseph Dever Bulger.................................................................................................................Great Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1984
Bernard G. Cassidy....................................................................................................................................... Butte
B.A., University of Montana, 1974
Bonnie Heavy Runner Com bes......................................................................................................... Browning
B.A., University of Montana, 1983
Ben Critchlow..................................................................................................................... Seattle, Washington
B.A., University of Washington, Seattle, 1981
Kerry Delaney.......................................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University o f Montana, 1985
Katharine Siobhan Donnelley................................................................................................................. Bonner
With Honors
B.A., University o f Montana, 1985
Susan Pamela D unn.................................................................................................................................. Billings
B.A., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1980
Carolyn Kembel Ennis..............................................................................................................................Billings
B.A., Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, Massachusetts, 1963
Janet Lee Freeman...................................................................................................................................... Hardin
B.S., University o f Montana, 1985
Shelley J. Gordon..................................... Billings
B.A., Gonzaga University, Spokane, Washington, 1985
Ingrid Gustafson.........................................................................................................................................Billings
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1983
Amy N. Guth............................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1985
Paul R. Haffeman.....................................................................................................Aberdeen, South Dakota
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1985
Advanced Professional Degrees
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR (Continued)
Anne Hamilton.............................................................................................................................Tampa, Florida
With Honors
B.S., University of Montana, 1985
Gail Anne Hammer......................................................................................................................................Sidney
With Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
William Kinzie Hammer......................................................................................................................... Stanford
With Honors
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1981
Gail Midtlyng Haviland.........................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1975
Sharon Joy Hester.................................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.S., Abilene Christian College, Beebe, Arkansas, 1970
Todd Robert Hillier......................................................................................................Spokane, Washington
B.S., University of Montana, 1984
James Albert Hubble................................................................................................................................ Stanford
With High Honors
B.A., The Citadel, Charleston, South Carolina, 1964
Lisa Jeannine H udson................................................................................................ Lynwood, Washington
With Honors
B.A., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1985
Nancy Carol Ivarinen....................................................................................... White Bear Lake, Minnesota
B.S., Mankato State University, Minnesota, 1976
John Thomas Johnston...................................................................................................................................Butte
With Honors
B.S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1985
Charles Steven Jordan............................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Washington, Seattle, 1978
Richard Mark Josephson.....................................................................................................................Big Timber
With High Honors 
B.A., University of Montana, 1984
Eileen D. Joyce................................................................................................................................................ Butte
With Honors
B.S., University of Montana, 1985
William Patrick Joyce..................................................................................................................................... Butte
B.A., University of Montana, 1985
Kraig Charles Kazda...........................................................................................................................Great Falls
With Honors
B.A., College of Great Falls, 1979 
M.S., Auburn University, Alabama, 1985
Michael R. Klinkhammer............................................................................................................................Ronan
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1974 
M.B.A., University o f Montana, 1982
Marvin James Knapstad, Jr......................................................................................................................Cascade
With Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1985
Allen Page Lanning....................................................................................................................................Helena
B.A., University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida, 1985
Llsalyn U iv d l  ................................................................................................................................. Great Falls
B.A., University o f Montana, 1985
James Gary Lumsden............................. .......... . ............................................................................... Great FaUs
B.S., Evangel College, Springfield, Missouri, 1983
Terry John MacDonald.................................................................................................................................. Butte
With Honors
B.S., University of Montana, 1984
Advanced Professional Degrees
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR (Continued)
Michael A. Magone.............................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1983
RspaqA. Martell...........................................................................................................................................Poplar
B.S., University of San Francisco, California, 1970 
M.S., University o f Oregon, Eugene, 1974
Robert L. McAnally................................................................................................................................... Poplar
B.A., Antioch University, Yellow Springs, Ohio, 1979
Bob J. McCarthy................................................................................................................................... Anaconda
With Honors
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1976
Bruce A. Measure...................................................................................  Kalispell
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
Patrick William Mehrens.....................................................................................................................Anaconda
B.A., University of Montana, 1974
Jon Metropoloulos............................................................................................................................. Miles City
With Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1980
M.A., George Washington University, Washington, D.C., 1985
Sydney McKenna Oldenburg.........................................................................................................Lewistown
B.A., University of Montana, 1985
Andrea J. Olsen...................................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1985
Jeff Paul Payne..................................................................................................................... Grangeville, Idaho
B.S., University of Idaho, Moscow, 1985
Robert B. Pfennigs.............................................................................................................................Great Falls
With High Honors
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1980
Peter Andrew Pryor...........................................................................................................Danville, California
B.A., University of Montana, 1985
Marcelle Compton Quist................................................................................................................... Manhattan
B.S., University of California, Davis, 1976
Michael Kevin Rapkoch.....................................................................................................................Lewistown
With Honors
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1982
Michael John Ridgeway.........................................................................................................................Stanford
With High Honors
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1985
Dale R. Robbins.........................................................................................................................................Billings
B.A., University of Montana, 1980
M.E., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1983
M.B.A., University of Montana, 1987
Elizabeth E. Rogers.................................................................................................................................Alberton
B.A., New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, 1984
Jean Jamieson R oss...............................................................................................................Powell, Wyoming
With Honors
B.A., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1985
Murland W. Searight.................................................................................................................Columbia Falls
A. B., University of Southern California, Los Angeles, 1960
M.S., United States Navy Post Graduate School, Monterey, California, 1965
Martha Sheehy............................................................................................................................................Helena
With High Honors
B. A., University of Montana, 1985
Gregory G. Sm ith ..............................................................................................................................Great Falls
With Honors
B.S., University of Montana, 1985
Lewis Kelsey Smith III............................................................................................................. Osbum, Idaho
B.S., University of Montana, 1980
4
Advanced Professional Degrees
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR (Continued)
Marcus Hugh Smith.............................................................................................................Rockville, Maryland
B.A., Beloit College, Wisconsin, 1982
Michael Thomas Stehle......................................................................................................Delavan, Wisconsin
With High Honors
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1981
Andrew Paul Suenram.................................................................................................... Kelseyville, California
B.A., University of California, Santa Cruz, 1985
James A. Sw enson......................................................................................................................................Billings
B.A., Stanford University, California, 1971
Linda Murray Trueb..............................................................................................................Hayfork, California
With Honors
B.A., University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1984
Charles Frederick Unm ack............................................................................................. Lakewood, California
With Honors
i B.S., University of California, Berkeley, 1979
Debbie Lynn Waltari............................................................................................................................Great Falls
B.S., University o f Montana, 1981
[ William C. W att...............................................................................................................................Crow Agency
With High Honors 
B.A., University o f Montana, 1975
Susan Bortnem Weber.........................................................................................................................Great Falls
B.A., University o f Montana, 1985
Mark E. W estveer....................................................................................................... Minneapolis, Minnesota
B.A., St. Cloud State University, Minnesota, 1979
Regan Lance Whitworth.............................................................................................................................Billings
With Honors
B.A., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1971 
Ph.D., University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, 1976
Terrance Lee W olfe.................................................................................................................................. Missoula
With Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
Scott Craig W urster.................................................................................................................................Hamilton
B.A., Northern Kentucky State College, Highland Heights, 1983
GRADUATE DEGREES
The candidates will be presented by R. C. Murray,
Dean of the Graduate School
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
Judith Ann Bazler...................................................................................................................................Missoula 1
B.S., Northern Illinois University, Dekalb, 1966 
M.E., University of Montana, 1985
Dissertation: Gender Analysis of High School Chemistry Text Books
3David J. Beresh............................................................................................. Medicine Hat, Alberta, Canada
B.A., University of Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada, 1968 
M.E., University of Oregon, Eugene, 1972
Dissertation: Impact of Evaluators' Feedback on Teachers' Subsequent Performances and Attitudes 
Toward Future Evalaution
3Clarence Eugene Bum s................................................................................................................................ Butte
B.A., University of California, Berkeley, 1981 
M.S., University o f Montana, 1985
Dissertation: Position Occupancy Patterns as a Function of Race: The NFL Draft, 1968 to 1983
Gayle Marie Crane..................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., M.E., University of Montana, 1970, 1977
Dissertation: An Investigation of Elementary School Principals' Characteristics Related to Reading 
Achievement
Quinton Richard H eh n ......................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
M.E., Boston University, Massachusetts, 1975
Dissertation: The Effects of an Individualized Program of Physical Activity upon the Self Concept, Self 
Help and Social Behavior Skills of Profoundly and Severely Retarded Adolescents
Ernest William Jean.......................................................................................................................... East Helena
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1968 
M.E., University of Montana, 1974 
Dissertation: Over 100 Years of Montana School Finance
Elizabeth Susan Kohler.............................................................................................................. Maumee, Ohio
B.F.A., Ohio University, Athens, 1974
M.S., University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, Washington, 1977
Dissertation: Case and Field Study of Occupational Therapy Educational Standards in India
John Charles Lundt................................................................................................................................ Missoula
B.A., Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, 1970 
M.A., College of Notre Dame, Belmont, California, 1974
Dissertation: The Effects of Self-concept, Home Characteristics, and Western Montana High School 
Environments on Academic Achievement
Horiana Goles McCurdy...........................................................................................................................Helena
B.A., Western Washington State College, Bellingham, 1975
M.E., University of Montana, 1977
Dissertation: The Montana Special Education Cooperative
William L. Peterson................................................................................................................................ Missoula
B.S., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1967 
M.S., Wisconsin State University, River Falls, 1972
Dissertation: The Role of the Supervisory Process as Perceived by Extension Supervisors and County 
Agents Employed by the Cooperative Extension Service
2Maxwell Kay Zaugg......................................................................................... Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada
B.A., University of Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada, 1977 
M.S. University o f Montana, 1980
Dissertation: Educational Perceptions of Students, Parents, Teachers, and Administrators in 
Lethbridge School District #51
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
BOTANY
2David Rockwell Crabtree.................................................................................................Amherst, New York
B.A., Humboldt State University, Areata, California, 1980
Dissertation: The early Campanian flora of the Two Medicine Formation, northcentral Montana
Phillip C. Tourangeau............................................................................................................................ Missoula
B.A., University o f Montana, 1971
Dissertation: Baseline Foliar Symptoms in P. ponderosa; Colstrip, Montana, 1975-1981
2 Allan Edward Zipf....................................................................................................................Cleveland, Ohio
B.S., Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, 1975
Dissertation: The Isolation and Characterization of an Endogenous Antiviral Protein from Datura 
stramonium
CHEMISTRY
Dennis Allen Bumes....................................................................................................................Morris, Illinois
B.A., Augustana College, Rock Island, Illinois, 1979
Dissertation: Pressure Effects of Optically Transparent Gases on Band Spectra of Low-Energy 
Molecular Rydberg Transitions
David Gibb Camp I I ..................................................................................................................................Billings
B.S., College of Idaho, Caldwell, 1981
Dissertation: Probing Escherichia coli 16S Ribosomal RNA with DNA Oligomers to Determine 
Functional and Structural Characteristics of the Highly Conserved 518-533 Loop
Gerald J. Olbu..........................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., University of Montana, 1980
Dissertation: Investigation o f the Allyl Stabilization Energy of the Cyclopentenyl Radical
2Anchalee Tassanakajohn.....................................................................................................Bangkok, Thailand
M.S., Chulalongkom University, Bangkok, Thailand, 1982 
M.S., University o f Montana, 1985
Dissertation: Probing Possible tRNA Binding Sites on the the Escherichia coli Ribosome
FORESTRY
William Henry Frandsen........................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Lewis and Clark College, Portland, Oregon, 1954 
M.A., University of Oregon, Eugene, 1960 
Dissertation: The Heat Produced by Smoldering Forest Fires
2Ramakrishna Rao Nem ani...................................................................................................... Ludhiana, India
B.S., Andhra Pradesh Agricultural University, Hyderabad, India, 1979 
M.S., Punjab Agricultural University, Ludhiana, India, 1982
Dissertation: Mapping Forest Evapotranspiration and Photosynthesis by Coupling Satellite Data with 
Ecosystem Simulation
Elizabeth Reinhardt....................................................................................................................................... ee
B.S., Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1978 
M.S., University of Montana, 1982
Dissertation: Computerized Development of Fire Prescriptions: An Application of Artificial Intelligence 
to Natural Resource Management
Graduate Degrees
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
^ashim  Abdul-Kader Mohammad Saber.............................................................................. Baghdad, Iraq
B.S., University of Basrah, Iraq, 1974
M.S., University of Reading, United Kingdom, 1977
Dissertation: Implementation of Nested Dissection Method Using Block Elimination
MICROBIOLOGY
2David William Dorward....................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.S., M.S., Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, 1979, 1981
Dissertation: Characterization of Naturally-Elaborated Outer Membrane Blebs of Neisseria 
gonorrhoeae
zStuart Anthony H ill............................................................................................................ Bradford, England
B.S., University of St. Andrews, Scotland, 1977 
M.S., University of Montana, 1984
Dissertation: The Effect of Cell Wall Inhibitors on Phospholipid Composition and Metabolism in 
Bacillus stearothermophilus
PSYCHOLOGY
John C. A ndre............................................................................................................................................Helena
B.A., M.A., University of Montana, 1981, 1984
Dissertation: Acceptability of Psychotherapy and Pharmacotherapy: Evaluations of Adult Inpatients 
and Multidisciplinary Staff
3Kenneth Allen Cogswell................................................................................. Manhattan Beach, California
B.A., University of California, Santa Barbara, 1981 
M.A., University of Montana, 1985
Dissertation: The Relationship Between Television Viewing and Marital Quality
Mary-Jo Martin.......................................................................................................................... Portland, Maine
B. A., University of Southern Maine, Gorham, 1982 
M.A., University of Montana, 1985
Dissertation: A Comparison of Family Characteristics as Reported by Bulimic, Bulimic-Prone, and 
Non-Bulimic High School Females: An Investigation o f Related Factors
William P aul................................................... , ................................................................................ Akron, Ohio
B.A., M.A., California State University, Fullerton, 1976, 1980
Dissertation: A Personal Construct Theory Approach to Exploration of Maternal Perception of Clinic- 
referred and Non-clinic Children
Grace Elaine Powless-Sage..................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., M.A., University of Montana, 1983, 1986
Dissertation: Perceived Causal Attribution of Drinking Antecedents in American Indian and Caucasian 
9th Graders, 11th Graders and College Freshmen
2Shelly Lynn Williams............................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., Univeristy of Wisconsin, Oshkosh, 1978
M.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University, Madison, New Jersey, 1983
Dissertation: The Use of Video Games in Studying Nonhuman Primate Behavior
2Dennis John Woody................................................................................................................... Emmett, Idaho
B.S., University of Idaho, Moscow, 1977 
B.A., M.A., University o f Montana, 1981, 1985
Dissertation: Consumer Confidence in Mental Health Professionals: The Implications of Fee and Title 
Information
1Andrea Zojoum er................................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.A., Occidental College, Los Angeles, California, 1971 
M.A., University of Montana, 1985
Dissertation: Perceptions o f Early Affectionate and Abusive Touch Related to Current Emotional 
Distress in a College Population
Graduate Degrees
PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
3Jonette R. Zulauf....................................................................................................................Denver, Colorado
B.A., Western Washington University, Bellingham, 1974
M.A., California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, 1979
Dissertation: The Effectiveness of a Pet Therapy Visitation Program on the Institutionalized Elderly
SOCIOLOGY
2Karl Ormond Edwards...........................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., B.A., University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 1973, 1974
Dissertation: Antecedents of Academic Achievement Among Elementary School American Indians and 
Their Classmates
ZOOLOGY
2Steven T. Knick...............................................................................................................Coeur D'Alene, Idaho
B.S., University o f Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1977 
M.S., Washington State University, Pullman, 1980 
Dissertation: Ecology o f Bobcats in Southeastern Idaho
CANDIDATES FOR COMMISSIONS
COMMISSIONS, SECOND LIEUTENANTS 
UNITED STATES ARMY 
1987-88
2Kelly J. Altenhofen
Distinguished Military Student 
1Robert P. Bell 
'Norman Benoit 
2Brian K. Coffey
Distinguished Military Student 
'William A. Cook 
'Kevin P. Enright, Jr.
'Michael J. Harlan 
'Gary T. Holzwarth 
'Ronald J. Kastelein 
'Jeri L. Krause
Distinguished Military Student 
Distinguished Military Graduate 
'Robert J. Laabs
Distinguished Military Student 
Distinguished Military Graduate 
'Kevin L. Leonard
Distinguished Military Student 
'Angela E. Moase
Distinguished Military Student 
'Cameron F. Moose
Distinguished Military Student 
Distinguished Military Graduate 
'Kenneth S. Murphy
Distinguished Military Student 
'Kevin F. Phillips 
'Theodore S. Nelson 
'Andrew J. Polsin 
'Willard L. Ramsey 
'Barbara N. Samples 
'Deanna L. Scheline
Distinguished Military Student
'Commission granted as of 10 June 1988 
'Commission granted as of 9 August 1988
Awards & Prizes
Academy of American Poets College Poetry Contest (English)
Lee Evans, Poetry Prize, Napa, California 
David Curran, Honorable Mention, Missoula 
Carol Kramer, Honorable Mention, Missoula 
Alpha Lambda Delta Book Award 
Doyle Bennett, Missoula 
Alpha Lambda Delta Senior Certificates 
Doyle Bennett, Missoula 
Norman Bourg, Muse, Pennsylvania 
Jodie Foley, Missoula 
Lori Harper, Butte 
Mema Heinrich, Missoula 
Nanette Kuenzel, Missoula 
Daniel Kufeld, Billings 
Theodore Nelson, Huson 
Jan Runyan, Livingston 
Elizabeth Russell, Plymouth, Minnesota 
Bonnie Tillman, Zurich 
Rhondie Voorhees, Missoula 
Sara Whaley, Missoula 
Andrea Wiles, Anchorage, Alaska 
Michelle Willits, Great Falls 
Elizabeth Zeiger, Fairfield, Washington 
American Association of Petroleum Geologists Grant-In-Aid Award 
John Kruger, Missoula 
Mike Pope, San Diego, California 
American Chemical Society Analytical Division Award (Chemistry)
Jeff Johnson, Huson
American Institute of Chemists Student Award 
Todd Lowary, Columbus
American Legion Awards, Military Excellence (Military Science)
Robert Laabs (Gold), Great Falls 
Frank Pfau (Silver), Missoula
American Legion Awards, Scholastic Excellence (Military Science)
Ronald Kastelein (Gold), Whitefish 
Christopher Brewer (Silver), Choteau 
American Veterans Award (Military Science)
Brenda Bennett, Cheyenne, Wyoming 
Walter R. Ames Memorial Award (Education)
Linn Stordahl, Missoula
Anderson ZurMuehlen and Company Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Rozalyn Palagi, Billings
J. M. Anderson Scholarship in Religious Studies 
Jan Brocci, Missoula
Arthur Andersen and Company Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Patrick J. Sullivan II, Whitefish 
Don Anderson Memorial Scholarship (Journalism)
Carol Roberts, Fort Collins, Colorado 
Eugene Andrie Scholarship in Strings 
Deanne Bimel, East Missoula 
Lorraine Andrie Prize for Musical Excellence 
Mike Sweeney, Billings
Anonymous for Girls Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee) 
Patricia Korithoski, Missoula
Association of the United States Army Medal (Military Science)
Dean Wollan, Great Falls
Awards & Prizes
Association of the United States Army Military History Award (Military Science) 
Michael Yaeger, Whitefish
Charles Bailly and Company Scholarship (Business Administration)
Steven Homick, Missoula 
Edward F. Barry Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Tom Olliff, Missoula
Edward Earl Bennett Memorial Scholarship in History 
Richard Bellon, Nashua 
Best Defensive Award (Women's Basketball)
Lisa McLeod, Great Falls
Dorothy and Halward Blegen Memorial Scholarship (Music)
Yvette Stahlberg, Kalispell
Blackfoot Forest Protective Association Awards (Forestry)
Ross Baty, Missoula
Steve Dybdal, Hartington, Nebraska
Rob St. John, Helena
Dean Watts, Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Wendy Wedum, Choteau
Dr. Paul B. Blomgren, Dean Emeritus Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Cynthia D. Brooks, Ronan
E. L. Bonner Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Michael Drury, Mesa, Arizona 
Timothy Sands, Laurel 
Boone and Crockett Book Award (Forestry)
Kelly Smith, Kalispell
Alan Lee Boyer Memorial Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee) 
Robert Harsch, Riverton, Wyoming
Professor Hubert Breuninger Memorial Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Philip Chow, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
George Bright Memorial Fellowships (Forestry)
Amy Braithwaite, Marshfield, Massachusetts 
Kelly Close, Woodside, California 
Christine Paige, Roche Harbor, Washington 
Robert Rogers, Littleton, Colorado 
Bristol Award (Pharmacy)
Pamela Ann Iversen, Columbia Falls 
Broadcast Faculty Award (Journalism)
Anette With, Oslo, Norway 
Roger Buckhahn Memorial Award (Forestry)
Nick Jose, Spokane, Washington 
Olaf J. Bue Memorial Scholarship (Journalism)
John Firehammer, Bozeman 
James I. Bullock Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Steve Dybdal, Hartington, Nebraska 
Butte Press Club Award (Journalism)
Gabrielle Tolliver, Billings
Jane Buttrey Memorial Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Jodie Foley, Missoula 
Marti Holland, Great Falls 
John Jenkins, Missoula 
Matthew Jore, Ronan 
Susan Pendergrass, Crossett, Arkansas 
Anthony Poirier, Helena 






Steve Carlson Awards (Football—Most Valuable Players)
Pat Foster, Savage 
Bill Venard, Albany, Oregon 
Castle Brothers Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Brent Liberda, Stillwater, Minnesota 
Glenn Chaffin Scholarship (Journalism)
Amber Underhill, Lolo
Champion International Corporation Scholarships (Business Administration) 
Jon Harvala, Missoula 
Anthony Poirer, Helena
Champion International Forestry Scholarship (Forestry)
Kevin Wolfe, Seven Hills, Ohio 
Chemistry Alumni - Faculty Awards 
Todd Lowary, Columbus 
Jeff Mathis, Cameron
Earl F. Clark Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Michael Jackson, Missoula 
McLean Clark Television Scholarship (Journalism)
Kelly Monahan, Butte
Cobb Foundation Scholar (University Scholarship Committee)
Jeffrey Siebrecht, Missoula 
Coca Cola Bottling Scholarship (Forestry)
Ronald Longwell, Volant, Pennsylvania 
Commandant of Cadets Outstanding Cadet Award (Military Science) 
Willard Ramsey, Lolo
Edwin Boone Craighead Memorial Scholarship (Education)
Nancy Zadra, Missoula 
Connie Craney Scholarship (Radio-Television)
Richard Lyons, Hamilton
Daughters of Founders and Patriots of America (Military Science)
Carol Sontrop, Missoula
Daughters of the American Revolution (Military Science)
Rina McKay, Missoula
Ian B. Davidson Scholarships (Business Administration)
Christine Damuth, Townsend 
Nancy Wiesner, Augusta 
Kenneth P. Davis Scholarship (Forestry)
Gawriil Xanthopoulos, Thessaloniki, Greece 
B & B Dawson Scholarship Awards (Environmental Studies)
Scott Friskics, Missoula 
Michael Welch, Minnetonka, Minnesota 
Dean's Award to Outstanding MBA Graduates (Business Administration) 
Marshall Larsen, Geraldine
Dong Ping 'Winter' Nie, Hangzhou, People's Republic of China 
Dean's Scholarship (Business Administration)
Steven Stahlberg, Columbia Falls 
Dean's Service Award (Forestry)
Lyle Gardinier, Yakima, Washington 
Dean's Service Awards (Journalism)
Joseph Edwin, Petaling Jaya, Malaysia 
Kevin McRae, Kalispell 
Karen Nichols, Silver Spring, Maryland 
Bruce Whiting, Sidney 
Mary Decker Award (Journalism)
Laurel Lindell, Poison
Awards & Prizes
Terry G. Dillon Award (Football—Outstanding Blocks)
Renard Coleman, Seattle, Washington 
Scott Werbelow, Pasadena, California
Distinguished Military Students (ROTC)
Kelly Altenhofen, Lewistown 
Brian Coffey, Stevensville 
Jeri Krause, Rhinelander, Wisconsin 
Robert Laabs, Great Falls 
Kevin Leonard, Whitefish 
Angela Moase, Poison 
Cameron Moose, Helena 
Kenneth Murphy, Missoula 
Deanna Scheline, Darby
The Carl Dragstedt Award (Men's Basketball Most Valuable Player)
Wayne Tinkle, Spokane, Washington
Dufresne Foundation Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Casey L. Greenwood, Great Falls
Doris Dundas Memorial Scholarship (Music)
Rhonda Burghardt, Missoula
Herbert C. Dunn Student Achievement Award (Business Administration) 
Raylene Saur, Missoula
Donald R. Durgin Memorial Award (Radio-Television)
Thom Jensen, Missoula
John Eaheart Memorial Award (Men's Basketball Outstanding Defensive Player) 
Mike Ahlers, Tacoma, Washington
Ephron Award for Excellence in Classical Languages 
Tom Regele, Billings
Ephron Award for Excellence in Modem Languages 
Kathleen Irwin, Florence




































Linda Weasel Head, Ronan
Bruce Weide, Missoula
Michael Welsch, Minnetonka, Minnesota
Estwing Award (Geology)
Robert Swenson, Missoula
Nora Staael Evert Scholarship (Physical Therapy)
Colleen Hatcher, Dillon
Nora Staael Evert's Professional Achievement Awards (Physical Therapy) 
Neal Blakely, Missoula 
Lynn Price, Missoula
Faculty Outstanding Senior Awards (Forestry)
G. Ross Baty, Missoula 
Dennis Cardy, Platteville, Wisconsin 
Karla Guyn, Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
Clifford Hall, Browning 
Kevin Harmon, Billings 
Steve Liebig, Green Bay, Wisconsin 
Jacob Overton, Philomath, Oregon 
Kim Sherwood, Naples, New York 
Kevin Wolfe, Seven Hills, Ohio
Foresters' Ball Awards
Frank E. Antos, Bayuonne, New Jersey
Ross Baty, Missoula
Scott Carlson, Clancy
Shane DelGrosso, Pierre, South Dakota
Stephen Domenichella, Lincoln, Massachusetts
Steven Dybdal, Hartington, Nebraska
Barry Frerichs, Coleridge, Nebraska
Gary Haas, Dexter, Michigan
Scott Hicswa, Port Murray, New Jersey
Nick Jose, Spokane, Washington
Inez Labrier, Darby
Lolene Little, Bums Lake, Bristish Columbia, Canada
Rhonda Ludwig, Browning, Missouri




Daniel Wichman, Worland, Wyoming
Forestry Alumni Memorial Award 
Brian Cox, Missoula
Fox Scholarships 87-88 (University Scholarship Committee)
Kevin Astle, Billings 
Richard Bellon, Nashua 
Michael Berglund, Missoula 
Bret Berthelson, Conrad 

















Kenneth Krantz, St. Ignatius
Eula Kropp, Basin
Laura Kugry, Grass Range
Lavina Leader, Malta































Daniel Worchester, Seattle, Washington
French Consul Book Award for Outstanding Graduate Student in French 
Pat Day, Helena
French Consul Book Award for Outstanding Undergraduate Student in French 
Storm Long, Missoula
Awards & Prizes
French Consul Book Award for Outstanding Senior in French 
Nadia Zylawy, Alberton 
Merriam Frontier Award (English)
Michael Umphrey, St. Ignatius
Marjorie Frost Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Kathleen Blekfeld, Idaho Falls, Idaho 
Raylene Saur, Missoula
Galusha, Higgins and Galusha Scholarship (Business Administration)
Dirk N. Cooper, Billings 
Russell Gates Memorial Award (Forestry)
Wendy Wedum, Choteau
James W. Gebhart Award for Excellence in Science Education or Conservation (Botany) 
David Rockwell, Missoula
Grace Geil Most Improved Player Award (Women's Basketball)
Karyn Ridgeway, Missoula 
General Dynamics Award (Military Science)
Andrew Polsin, Missoula 
Geography Faculty Award
Stewart Kirkpatrick, Kalispell 
The Geological Society of America Research Grant 
Timothy Fleming, Corvallis, Oregon 
Geology Faculty Scholarships
Don Preston, Missoula 
Ann Stark, Chillicothe, Ohio 
Robert Swenson, Missoula
Sumner Gerard Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Tammie Morin, Arlee
Bernice A. Gleed Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Andy Adamski, Missoula 
Jahn Hansen, Missoula 
Alan Oram, Missoula 
Steve Previsich, Butte 
Anthony Terranova, Missoula 
Golden Helmet Award (Football-Hardest Hitter)
Tim Hauck, Big Timber
Clancy Gordon Environmental Scholarship (Botany)
Bruce Weide, Missoula
Great Falls Newspaper Guild Award (Journalism)
Chris Ransick, Missoula 
Great Falls Tribune Awards (Journalism)
Bruce Farling, Dowington, Pennsylvania 
Todd Goodrick, Troy 
Lou Joon Yee, Taiping, Malaysia 
Chris Green Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
John Walters, Laurel
Shannon Green Inspirational Award (Women's Basketball)
Cheryl Brandell, Olympia, Washington 
Bill Greenwald Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Tonda Moon, Bonner
Grizzly Cup (Outstanding Athlete/Student at Montana)
Brad Salonen, Great Falls 
George and Laurine Hall Scholarship (Education)
Billie Flamm, Missoula
Edith B. Hamilton Memorial Scholarship in French 
Jim Byrnes, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Awards & Prizes
A. B. Hammond Fellowships in Western History 
Matthew Blessing, Madison, Wisconsin 
Troy Casey, Helena
Hammond Foundation Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Chris Bakker, Missoula 
Kristy Beason, Glendive 
Scott Carlson, Missoula 
Carla Gay, Three Forks 
Lisa Hedalen, Glasgow 
Kathleen Hertz, Bozeman 
Sandra Hollow, Butte 
Matthew Kappis, Fort Benton 
Virginia Norbeck, Colstrip 
Karen Pagachar, Corvallis 
Dee Schweigert, Missoula 
Kimberly Thompson, Roundup 
Jane Wolery, Joplin
Donal Harrington Graduate Scholarship in Directing (Drama)
Glenn Williams, Sheridan
George and Laurine Harris Scholarship (Law)
Martha Sheehy, Helena
Maria Harvey Memorial Fund in Spanish 
Neil Westeson, Bozeman
Hashisaki Memorial Scholarship Award (Mathematics)
Eric Maki, Belt
Isabelle Haynes Foundation Worthy Student Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee) 
Steve Archambault, Browning 
Kenneth Augustson, Missoula 
Bobbi Bailey, Forsyth 
Norman Benoit, Kila 
Norman Bourg, Muse, Pennsylvania 
David Bristol, Missoula 
Saundra Christian, Missoula 
Anne DeGroat, Clackamas, Oregon 
Thad DuBois, Boise, Idaho 
Kay Erickson, Lakeside 
Jacqueline Fick, Missoula 
Lorenzo Gangi, Kearny, New Jersey 
Darel Graves, Missoula 
Donald Hoffman, Laurel 
Michelle Jarvis, Missoula 
Rebecca Lande, Huson 
James Lee, Missoula 
Linda Lee, Missoula 
Jill Malone, Missoula 
Steven McCann, Harlem 
Lance Melton, Missoula 
Karen Robertson, Missoula
Heisey Foundation College Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Elizabeth Alama, Missoula 
James Baker, Conrad 
Gregory Bonilla, Shelby 
Margaret Bruno, Browning 
Donald Dale, Choteau 
Lisa Donnelly, Missoula 
Ingrid Ebeling, Great Falls
Awards & Prizes
Roseanna Fisher, Ronan 
Derek French, Great Falls 
Renee Garrow, Cut Bank 
Darla Greenwood, Great Falls 
Patrice Halverson, Shelby 
James Hanson, Conrad 
John Hedeen, Great Falls 
Cheryl Hinze, Great Falls 
Marti Holland, Great Falls 
Shannon Holmes, Great Falls 
Ben Hunn, Great Falls 
Stacy Hunt, Dutton 
Natalie Jackson, Cut Bank 
Jill Johnson, Belt
Kimberly Jones, Steilacoom, Washington
Christine Kelly, Missoula
Angela Kettenring, Great Falls
Dana Kettenring, Great Falls
Noelle Kulstad, Anaconda
Robert Kunka, Great Falls
Darla Lagerquist, Great Falls
Michael Lamphier, Great Falls
John Lee, Conrad
Jean Lowry, Great Falls
Kathleen Mahoney, Great Falls
Koree Mitchell, Great Falls
Scott Newell, Missoula
Pamela Niemeyer, Great Falls
Marne O'Connell, Missoula
Clinton Porter, Great Falls
David Rausch, Great Falls
Jeffrey Siebrecht, Missoula




Rory Tollefsrud, Fort Shaw
Lucy Weigand, Shelby
Carl White, Loma
Michelle Willits, Great Falls
Dr. Albert T. Helbing Memorial Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Kathleen Mahoney, Missoula
Amy Heller Book Award in French
Anthony Mattison, Gillette, Wyoming
Charles F. Hertler Awards (Health and Physical Education)
Dennis McCrea, Great Falls
The Rosslene A. and Donald M. Hetler Memorial Awards (Chemistry) 
Doyle Bennett, Missoula 
Russell Porter, Columbia Falls
Home Economics Faculty Award for Outstanding Senior 
Betty Thompson, Troy
Richard Hugo Memorial Scholarship (English)
Connie Monson, Missoula
The Herbert Inch Scholarships in Music 
Lori Benjamin, Fort Benton 
Tim Sands, Laurel 
Cathryn Wanders, Helena
Awards & Prizes
Insurance Women of Missoula Scholarship (Business Administration)
Carolyn Friedt, Billings 
Kim Jarvis Memorial Scholarship (Geology)
Don Preston, Missoula
Arthur Jette Kaimin Service Award (Journalism)
David Kirkpatrick, Livingston 
Norman A. Johnson Memorial Award (Journalism)
Anette With, Oslo, Norway 
Thomas Johnson Award in Strings 
Ruth Fossum, Helena
Donna Karkanen Memorial Scholarship (Business Administration)
Lai Ping Lee, Menglembu, Perak, Malaysia 
Bob Kennedy Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Nick Jose, Spokane, Washington 
William B. Kohner Memorial Forestry Award 
Steve Largent, Missoula
Anne Kathren Lagerlef Scholarships (Business Administration)
Gayle Hartung, Laurel 
Catherine Weiler, Missoula
Blanche Coppo Lanstrum, Dean Stone Scholarship (Journalism)
Kerin Smart, Big Timber 
Last Chance Press Club Award (Journalism)
Kate Ripley, Juneau, Alaska 
Charles W. Leaphart Memorial Award (Law)
Michael Stehle, Missoula 
Lee Newspapers of Montana Award (Journalism)
Grant Sasek, East Helena
The Lemmon Company Student Award (Pharmacy)
Susan Elizabeth Jensen, Missoula 
N. J. Lennes Undergraduate Awards (Mathematics)
Stephen Edwards, Bonner 
Cheryl Hinze, Great Falls 
Eric Maki, Belt
John Lester Scholarship (Music)
Damian Donahue, Shelby 
George and Jeanne Lewis Scholarship (Music)
Dean McMillan, Lewistown 
Eli Lilly Achievement Award (Pharmacy)
Jill Kathleen Johnson, Belt
Long Brothers Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Cynthia Brenden, Kalispell 
Michelle Cron, Libby 
Corissa Graham, Troy 
Carl Kem, Troy 
Cami Konzen, Troy
Melvin and Myrtle Lord Awards (Journalism)
Peter Barker, Adelaide, South Australia 
Kerie Hagler, Los Angeles, California 
Jim Mann, Missoula 
Michelle Willits, Great Falls
Scott MacDonald Memorial Scholarship (Business Administration)
Tami L. Robertson, Big Sandy 
Samuel and Nelly Sinclair Maclay Book Award (Chemistry)
Laura Tayer, Missoula
Josie H. Madden Memorial Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee) 
Cynthia Bakki, Ennis 
Angela Russell, Joplin
Awards & Prizes
Mary Pat Mahoney Scholarship (Social Work)
Linda Thielbar, Indianola, Nebraska 
General George C. Marshall ROTC Award 
Angela Moase, Poison
Lowndes Maury Award in Music Composition or Piano 
Jamie Kelly, Missoula
Kenneth Andrew McBroom Scholarship in Music 
Thad Dubois, Coeur D'Alene, Idaho 
Marvin McDonald Memorial Awards (Mathematics)
Douglas Galarus, Missoula 
Steven Rummel, Pullman, Washington 
Patrick McDonough Research Awards (Geology)
John Kruger, Missoula 
Scott Payne, Bayfield, Wisconsin 
Pavel Reichl, Missoula 
Patrick Reynolds, Missoula 
Kathy Schwartz, Missoula 
Merck Award (Pharmacy)
Carol Bernice Moffett, Glendive 
Doris F. Merriam Scholarship Award in Cello 
Tamara Johnston, Missoula 
Mikalson Forestry Scholarship
Tony Christman, Colville, Washington 
General Frank Milbum Award (Military Science)
Garnet Derby, Whitehall
Lulu L. Miles Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Lisa Dowling, Helena 
Gene Solomon, Helena 
David Stum, Helena 
Wendy Stum, East Helena
Military Officers of World Wars Awards (Military Science)
John McKeever (Gold), Helena 
Angela Thompson (Silver), Missoula 
Julie McAllister (Bronze), Victor
Larry Miller Memorial Awards (Football—Outstanding Defensive Linemen)
Scott Camper, Manteca, California 
Pat Foster, Savage




Robert Massee, White Sulphur Springs
Barbara Reichert, Huntley
Sverre Kjetil Rod, Aukra, Norway
Shane Vannatta, Bainville
Hamilton Misfeldt and Company Scholarship (Business Administration)
Kay Erickson, Glendive , . .
Missoula Advertising and Marketing Federation Award (Business Administration)
Amy Bain, Missoula
Lisa Poole, Spokane, Washington .
Missoula Chapter, Montana Society of Certified Public Accountants Scholarship (Business
Administration)
Pat McHugh, Butte
Missoula County Board of Realtors' Scholarship (Business Administration)
Carl White, Fort Benton
Missoula Orthopedic Supply Junior Achievement Award (Physical Therapy)
Alan Crothers, Shoshone, Idaho
Awards & Prizes
Missoula Symphony Women's Association (Music)






Montana Bankers Association 25-Year Club Scholarships (Business Administration)
Robert Bell, Missoula 
Ingrid Ebeling, Great Falls
Montana Newspaper Association Dean Stone Awards (Journalism)
Aaron Aylsworth, Eagle, Colorado 
Joel Drake, Helena
Montana Power Company Scholarships (Business Administration)
Audrey Andersen, Poison 
Duane Portwood, Billings
Montana Power Company Scholarship (Computer Science)
Patrick Brenner, Missoula
Montana Power Company Scholarship (Geology)
Allan Wylie, Missoula
Montana Society of Certified Public Accountants Scholarship (Business Administration)
Natalie Loser, Whitefish
Montana Society of Certified Public Accountants' Senior Medallion Award (Business Administration) 
Monica Birkelo, Missoula
Montana Wood Products Association Scholarship Award (Forestry)
Kevin Harmon, Billings
Bill Moody Research Award (Physical Therapy)
Lynn Price, Missoula 
Lalani Reiley, Great Falls
Guy Mooney Award (Journalism)
Janelle Ruffcom, Spokane, Washington
Melvin S. Morris Awards (Forestry)
Crystal Moen, Rothsay, Minnesota 
Rob St. John, Helena
Mortar and Pestle Dean's Award — Sponsored by McNeil Consumer Products Company (Pharmacy) 
Starla Marie Kinzel, Billings
Bertha Morton Fellowships (Graduate Students)
Jeanne Dixon, Missoula 
Stephen Forbes, Urbana Illinois 
Debra Hanneman, Whitehall 
Robert Petty, Crawfordsville, Indiana 
Jim Pitzen, Bigfork 
Michael Umphrey, St. Ignatius
Bertha Morton Scholarships (Graduate Students)
Carolyn Bauman, Bigfork 
Judith Bazler, Missoula 
Eric Braun, Missoula 
Lisa Campbell, Missoula 
David Dorward, Hamilton 
Ana Elisabeth Dronkert, Missoula 
Dan Funsch, Missoula 
James Hubble, Missoula 
Nora Kametani, Kula, Hawaii 
Elizabeth Kohler, Missoula 
Girish Kshirsagar, Pune, India 
Patricia McClelland, West Glacier 
Beth Miller, Arlee
Awards & Prizes
Jan Milner, Missoula 
Bonnie Nussbaum, Appleton 
Deborah Richie, Missoula 
Jennifer Saunders, Missoula 
Frances Spray, Missoula 
Gregory St. George, Randolph, New Jersey 
Peter Wightman, Kimberley, British Columbia, Canada 
Most Valuable Player Award (Women's Basketball)
Marti Leibenguth, Missoula
Mu Deutron of Phi Sigma Kappa (University Scholarship Committee)
Gary Carmichael, Missoula 
Paul Tuss, Opportunity 
Music Foundation Scholarships 
Melissa Baird, Chinook 
Deanne Bimel, East Missoula 
Lisa Blecha, Havre 
Rhonda Burghardt, Missoula 
Damian Donahue, Shelby 
Brooke Ferris, Stevensville 
Kevin Grieves, Missoula 
Patrick McGuire, Missoula 
Dean McMillan, Moore 
Jaime Tompkins, Helena 
Barry Vanderburg, Arlee 
Virginia Wilke, Lakewood, Colorado 
Pam Wilson, Missoula
Mylan Pharmaceuticals Excellence in Pharmacy Award 
Hanif M.A. Lalani, Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
Myre-McGaugh Journalism Scholarship 
Sam Gomez, Billings 
Myrick-Hansen Award (Forestry)
Maureen Arndt, Big Rapids, Michigan 
Russell Nagle Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Scott Carlson, Clancy 
Grace Crane Newman Award (Journalism)
Deborah Richie, Prairie City, Oregon 
Newspaper Design Award (Journalism)
Scott Crandell, Columbia Falls 
Allan Nielsen Award (Men's Basketball Best Representative)
Nate Duchesne, Snohomish, Washington 
1904 Class Prize 1988 (Psychology)
Mema Heinrich, Missoula
Northern Montana Forestry Association Awards (Forestry)
Loren Cota, New Brighton, Minnesota 
William Parker, Seeley Lake 
Barbara Raible, Condon 
Stephen Roush, Missoula 
Dorcas Keach Northey Award (Journalism)
Abe Metzler, East Missoula 
Norwest Bank Award (Law)
William C. Watt, Crow Agency
Pat Norwood Awards (Football—Most Dedicated to Teamwork, Scholarship and Improvement) 
Jason Ray, Missoula 
David Reeves, Cashmere, Washington 
Helen J. Olson Scholarship (College of Arts and Sciences)
Byron P. LaRue, Billings
Awards & Prizes
Danny On Memorial Award (Forestry)
Christine Paige, Roche Harbor, Washington 
Order of Barristers (Law)
Kelly Beard, Missoula
Anne Brodsky, Helena




Outstanding Senior Award (Interpersonal Communication)
Kelly McNeel, Havre
Outstanding Senior Woman in Journalism 
Tamara Mohawk Justice, Libby 
Candy Paris Scholarships (Music)
Quincie Albrecht, Great Falls
Deanne Bimel, East Missoula
Marlene Bivins, Parma, Idaho
Rebecca Blair, Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada









Donna Schnee, Cut Bank
Jessica Strand, Miles City
Thomas VanSchoick, Missoula
Natalie Zimmer, Superior
Peat, Marwick, Main and Company Scholarships (Business Administration) 
Michael Berglund, Missoula 
William Taylor, Billings 
Laurence Perry Scholarship (Music)
Brooke Ferris, Stevensville 
John Peterson Award (Mathematics)
Sharon Lukes, Bonner
Pfizer Pharmaceuticals Community Pharmacy Internship Award (Pharmacy) 
Janell Marie Lesh, Great Falls 
Phi Delta Phi Outstanding Student Awards (Law)
Sharon Hester, Missoula 
Todd Hillier, Spokane, Washington 
Physical Therapy Student Association Award 
Christine Smith, Stevensville 
Dorothy Rochon Powers Scholarship (Journalism)
Marlene Mehlhaff, Billings 
Prentice Hall Tax Award (Law)
Richard Josephson, Big Timber 
Presser Foundation Scholarship (Music)
Todd Kelly, Missoula
Professor of Military Science Outstanding Cadet Award 
Theodore Nelson, Huson 
Quesenberry Award (Forestry)
Scott Carlson, Clancy
Ranger Challenge Award (Military Science)
Brian Coffey, Stevensville
Awards & Prizes
Ranger Challenge Certificates (Military Science)
Edward Byrne, Missoula 
Brian Coffey, Stevensville 
Francesco D'Angelo, Plentywood 
Garnet Derby, Whitehall 
John Harrison, Dumfries, Virginia 
John McKeever, Helena 
Frank Pfau, Missoula 
Brian Smith, Oak Forest, Illinois 
Dean Wollan, Great Falls
Olive M. Rector Memorial Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee) 
Charlotte Adams, Missoula 
Julie Aldegarie, Missoula 
Audrey Anderson, Poison 
Gail Bachmeier, Havre 
Lisa Blecha, Havre 
Terry Calahan, Poison 
Susan Christian, Missoula 
Angela Dailey, Missoula 
Jodi Fehrenbach, Columbia Falls 
Brooke Ferris, Stevensville 
Bonnie Germain-McCormick, Missoula 
Kirsten Heggen, Great Falls 
Loralee Herreid, Libby 
Linda Jagoditsch, Kalispell 
Starla Klevenberg, Missoula 
Jill Malone, Missoula 
Judy Matovich, Missoula 
Jesse McConnell, Fairbanks, Alaska 
Janice McDonald, Missoula 
Lia Moniz, Kalispell 
Tracey Morin, Arlee 
Dorinda Ottman, Missoula 
Desiree Sallee, Whitefish 
Candice Seitz, Plains 
Jodie Smith, Helena 
Betty Thompson, Troy 
Tamra Toenyes, East Missoula
Admiral Reeder Memorial Scholarship (Military Science)
Brenda Remington, Billings
Mark J. Ref sell Award (Advocate for Special Physical Education)
Ron Marks, Missoula
Reserve Officers Association Awards (Military Science)
Gary Holzwarth (Gold), Ronan
John Harrison (Silver), Dumfries, Virginia
Jorie Hanson (Bronze), Boiling Springs, Pennsylvania
The Retired Officers Association Medal (Military Science)
Ronald McNamara, Columbia Falls
Naseby Rhineheart Award (Men's Basketball Most Inspirational Player)
K. C. McGowan, Missoula
Naseby Rhineheart Award (Athletic Training)
Mami Angood, Missoula
Theresa Rhoads Award (Women's Basketball)
Dawn Silliker, Whitefish
Wade Riechel Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Angela Houldson, Missoula 
Nancy Nelson, Stevensville
Awards & Prizes
Roche Pharmacy Communications Award (Pharmacy)
Patricia Kopecky Levelle, Greenough 
David M. Rorvik Award (Journalism)
Grant Sasek, East Helena 
Rotary Club Leadership Award (Military Science)
Kevin Leonard, Whitefish 
Ruth Bergan Ruder Scholarship (Music)
Lisa Blecha, Havre
Salinas Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Mike Bader, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Julia Neils Schoknecht Memorial Scholarship in Piano 
Barb Dahl, Bozeman
School of Business Administration Faculty Scholarship 
Michael Moore, East Helena 
School of Pharmacy Faculty Awards
Susan Elizabeth Jensen, Missoula 
Beth Jennifer Johnson, Butte 
Jill Kathleen Johnson, Belt 
Michelle Ward Jones, Columbia Falls 
Janell Marie Lesh, Great Falls
Walter C. Schwank Award (Health and Physical Education-Handicapped)
Roy Thomas, Missoula 
Scripps Howard Scholarship (Journalism)
Kevin Grieves, Missoula
Joseph W. Severy Award for Excellence in Science and Public Service (Botany) 
Christopher Cerquone, Missoula 
Fred Shafizadeh Memorial Scholarship (Chemistry)
Todd Lowary, Columbus 
Richard Shirley Scholarhip (Journalism)
Patricia Swan Smith, East Missoula 
D. J. Shults Journalism Scholarships 
Judy Matovich, Missoula 
Dan Rapkoch, Lewistown
Dosia J. Shults Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Glen Cheresky, Havre
Sigma Delta Chi Outstanding Graduate (Journalism)
Tamara Mohawk Justice, Libby 
Sigma Xi Grant-in-Aid of Research (Geology)
Ray Lazuk, Missoula 
Ray Rogers, Media, Pennsylvania 
Sigma Xi Awards for the Outstanding Senior Science Majors 
Todd Lowary (Chemistry), Oak Grove, Missouri 
Robert Swenson (Geology), Missoula 
Michael Wright (Mathematics/Wildlife Biology), Missoula 
Carmen M. Skari Memorial Scholarships (History)
Gregory Brewer, Great Falls 
Tina Kitras, Seeley Lake 
Smith, Kline & French Award (Pharmacy)
Kelly Andrew Clinch, Helena 
Society of the War of 1812 (Military Science)
Hugh Theiler, Poison
Sons of the American Revolution (Military Science)
Francesco D'Angelo, Plentywood 
Tom Spaulding Memorial Award (Forestry)
Kim Sherwood, Naples, New York 
The Staff Senate Scholarship
Shirley Wanberg, Missoula
Awards & Prizes
Stone Container Award (Forestry)
Dan Wichman, Worland, Wyoming
Agnes Stoodley Memorial Award (Health and Physical Education) 
Tara McKittrick, Great Falls
Elbridge and Mary Stuart Foundation Award (Geology)
George Fumiss, Darby
Student Music Educators National Conference Scholarship 
Dan Worcester, Anaconda
Student Recognition Day Awards 
Robert Bassett, Hamilton 
Charles Bickenhauser, Missoula 
Norman Bourg, Muse, Pennsylvania 
David Brower, Missoula 
Frank Burkhartsmeyer, Chinook 
Kelly Clinch, Helena 
Corinne Cone, Missoula 
Miriam Currey, Missoula 
Jeanne Dixon, Missoula 
Robert Dundas, Missoula 
Jodie Foley, Missoula 
Francis Gilbert, Missoula 
Caron Gillespie Garry, Missoula 
Anna Gladeau, Helena 
Paul Hamidi, Escondido, California 
Diana Harris, Omaha, Nebraska 
Colleen Hatcher, Missoula 
Jill Johnson, Belt 
Todd Kelly, Missoula 
Nicholas Kimmet, Sunburst 
Stewart Kirkpatrick, Missoula 
Donald Lewallen II, Hamilton 
Todd Lowary, Columbus 
Claire Mathiason, Lewistown 
Jill Malone, Missoula 
Jessi McConnell, Fairbanks, Alaska 
Tara McKittrick, Great Falls 
Margaret Miller, Missoula 
Kelly Monahan, Butte 
Theodore Nelson, Huson 
Deborah O'Harra, Wasilla, Alaska 
Jacob Overton, Philomath, Oregon 
Katy Paynich, Bozeman 
Rick Rassmussen, Coeur D'Alene, Idaho 
Steve Rohde, Missoula 
Jan Runyan, Livingston 
Elizabeth Russell, Plymouth, Minnesota 
Denise Seery, St. Ignatius 
James Shea, Butte 
Jeff Siebrecht, Missoula 
Diana Smith, Bigfork 
Kurt Sobolik, Great Falls 
Kevin St. Clair, Belfry 
Poobalan Suppiah, Perak, Malaysia 
Matthew Swenson, Coeur D'Alene, Idaho 
Terry Lee Thompson, Missoula 
Paul Tuss, Opportunity 
Susan Ungemach, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Awards & Prizes 1
Mike Verdon, Helena I
Lisa Werner, Belt
Neil Westeson, Bozeman
Anette With, Oslo Norway
Superior Cadet Awards (Military Science)
Kenneth Murphy, Missoula j]
Brian Smith, Oak Forest, Illinois 
Donald R. Smith, Belt 
David Streit, Missoula
TV News Documentarian of the Year (Journalism)
Scott Fralick, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Charles L. Tebbe Forestry Memorial Scholarship 
Tonda Moon, Bonner
Silas Thompson Memorial Scholarship (Forestry) «;
Tonda Moon, Bonner
UM Graduate School Travel Awards (Geology)
Eric Braun, Missoula 1
Edward Brook, Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania 
John Kruger, Missoula
Kathy Schwartz, Missoula 1
Luther Strayer, Missoula
University of Montana Advanced Honors Scholarships 1987-88 (University Scholarship Committee) I 
Marni Angood, Missoula 
Martin Bain, Missoula 
Mary Ann Bartsch, Missoula 
Rebecca Blair, Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada 
Kathleen Blekfeld, Idaho Falls, Idaho
Leslie Boileau, Missoula J
Martin Bradley, Helena
Michele Buresh, Great Falls
Paula Chiesa, Rochester, New York





















Eric Maki, Great Falls
Krystin Mitchell, Missoula
Michael Moore, East Helena
Kathleen Norris, Horence




Cassie Pickerill, Poison 
Susanne Roberts, Helena 
Janelle Ruffcorn, Spokane, Washington 
Timothy Sands, Laurel 
Matthew Schopfer, Missoula 
John Schumpert, Missoula 
Kelly Shull, Missoula 
Joan Smith, Missoula 
John Smith, Bonner 
Kathryn Snelling, Judith Gap 
Jessica Strand, Miles City 
Jacalyn Walton, Missoula 
Stefanie Wasley, Lakeside 
Lisa Wentz, Walla Walla, Washington 
Loey Werking, Columbia Falls 
Craig Wilkins, Helena 
Kalvin Wille, Jordan 
Michelle Zeltinger, Missoula 
Upjohn Achievement Award (Pharmacy)
Rebecca Burton Filosofos, Lolo
Glenn Van Bremer Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee) 
Tundra Henning, Billings 
Duane Portwood, Missoula 
Vaughn Family Scholarships (Music)
Jennifer Biehl, Helena 
Michael Brandt, Victor 
Leanne Harmon, Billings 
Tamara Johnston, Missoula 
Veterans of Foreign Wars Award (Military Award)
Mark Hartman, Helena
Vocational Resources, Inc. Scholarship (Business Administration)
Robb Soltesz, Great Falls 
W.F. Book Award (Psychology)
Elizabeth Zeiger, Fairfield, Washington 
Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award (Business Administration) 
Martha J. Watkins, Kalispell 
Wall Street Journal Award (Law)
William Watt, Crow Agency
Charles W. Waters Memorial Award for Excellence in Botany 
David Crabtree, Missoula
Watkins Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Ailsa Ammons, Missoula
Rose Bjornstad, Somers
Michael Bloom, Rockaway, New Jersey
Margaret Clinch, Helena
Janis Cooper, Victor
Borries Demeler, Wuppertal, West Germany 
Katherine Evans, Butte,







Ann McKittrick, Great Falls
Kenneth Merwin, Missoula
Awards & Prizes




Beverly Runyan, Norristown, Pennsylvania
Curtis Schuhmacher, Missoula
Ann Stark, Chillicothe, Ohio
John States, Redstone
Ron Stoolman, Woodland Hills, California




James Wedum Endowment Scholarships (Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences)
David A. Bristol, Missoula
Allen Edward Claussen, Stanford
Jill Kerry Frazier, Missoula
Terry Joe Lester, Anaconda
John Bradley Mathis, White Sulphur Springs
Greg Paul Page, Wolf Point
Jackie Lynn Proffit, Gardiner
James Lee Russell, Missoula
Kalvin Jan Wille, Missoula
Western Montana Chapter, National Association of Accountants' Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Teri Peppenger, Missoula
Westkamp Award (Football—Outstanding Offensive Lineman)
Larry Clarkson, Abbotsford, British Columbia, Canada
M. B. 'Scotty' and Brenda Farrell Wilson Memorial Scholarships (Business Administration)
Kent Nelson, Billings
Vincent Wilson Professional Achievement in Physical Therapy Award 
Susan Sheely, Bigfork
Vincent Wilson Scholarship (Physical Therapy)
Debra Steig, Columbia Falls
Phyllis Wolfe Foundation (Music)
Susan Ayers, Butte 
Stephen Damon, Dillon 
Siobhan McGuire, Butte 
Elizabeth Rich, Butte 
Amy Rodin, Butte 
Chrade Younkin, Butte
Robert L. Wolfe Photography Award (Journalism)
Doug Loneman, Carroll, Iowa
Zonta Club of Missoula Scholarship (Business Administration)
Alyce Owen, Park City
THE custom of wearing academic gowns, caps, and hoods dates back to about the twelfth cen­
tury. In France, where the degree system probably had 
its inception, the wearing of the cap and gown marked 
the formal admission of the licentate to the body of 
masters. During this period the dress of the friars and 
nuns became fixed, and, since the scholars were usually 
clerics, their robes differed little from those worn by 
other church orders. Gradually special forms were set 
aside for the university bodies, and in modified style 
are the costumes worn today. Since academic custom 
in this matter had become somewhat confused, in 1895 
a commission representative of the leading colleges met 
and prepared a code which has been adopted by over 
seven hundred institutions in the United States and 
Canada. A committee of the American Council on 
Education revised the code in 1932.
Doctors wear the round, bell sleeve; the gown is fac­
ed down the front and barred on the sleeves with black 
velvet or velvet of color indicating the degree; the doc­
tor's hood is large. Masters wear the long closed sleeve, 
with a slit near the upper part of the arm; the master's 
hood is of more moderate size. Bachelors wear the long, 
pointed sleeve. Hoods are lined with the colors of the 
institution granting the degree and are trimmed with 
velvet of the color distinctive of the major subject—for 
example, arts and letters, white; public administration, 
peacock blue; theology, scarlet; law, purple; 
philosophy, dark blue; science, golden yellow; fine 
arts, brown; medicine, green; music, pink; business 
administration, drab; physical education, sage green; 
engineering, orange; pharmacy, olive green; forestry, 
russet; library science, lemon; education, light blue; 
humanities, crimson; economics, copper; agriculture, 
maize; dentistry, lilac; oratory, silver gray; public 
health, salmon pink; veterinary science, gray. The Ox­
ford or mortarboard cap, worn for each degree, is of 
black cloth with black tassel, except that the doctor's 
cap may be of velvet with tassel of gold. Unless local 
custom decrees otherwise, tassels are worn over the 
left temple.
Ceremony Locations
fnllogp of Arts and Sciences................Adams Reid House
Business Administration........................ University Theatre
BAiratinn.............................................University Center Ballroom
Itiestry................................................ Music Roital Hall
Fine Arts.............................................. Montana Theatre (11^5 ajn.)
Jnmnalkm ............................................Masquer Theatre
Phannacy and Allied Health Sciences....Underground Lecture Hall 
law .....................................................Montana Theatre (£00 pan.)
The Commencement exercises include a time 
when graduates, their families and friends can 
gather for more individual recognition. At die 
conclusion of this central ceremony, the graduates 
will recess to other campus locations for 
ceremonies planned by their individual college 
or school. Graduates will receive their degrees 
at these ceremonies.
Please remain seated until the graduates have 
recessed, then proceed to die appropriate loca­
tion. The ceremony far the College of Arts and 
Sciences graduates will be here in Adams Field 
House. Locations of other ceremonies are listed 
at left and are highlighted on the map above.
Following die school and college ceremonies 
there will be a no-host lunch in die University 
Center.
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